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ENUINEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
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Maps and Plans made to order.
of the tlmberlan<ls an<l pocket maps of
1
ouotjr for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
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Stoves,
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Pipe Repairing,
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and Iron.

Leadj

ClitniN and beauiifW· the hair.
VtuiikKM » Uuufi*nt jn>wth.
Nev.r Fall· to KMtor, Qray
n»ir to lta Youthful Color.
CM nip J mm * h*lr
JOc.Mdtl '*' »» Dmgi»»»

TEACHERS.
We want all the teachers we can get. both
•exes, for Kail positions, un$ra<le<l. primary,
Senil for circular
Kraintii *r, anil high schools.
an·! register.
Eastern Maine Teachers Agenc»,
Stockton Spring», Maine
_
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Licensed Taxidermist,
Olephon· Connection.
HOLLISTERS

fountain Tea

Rocky

general debility,

sour risings, and
are all due to

catarrh

of the stomach
Indigestion.
Kodol core· Indigestion. This new cttscor·
mj represents the natural Juice· of digestion sa they exist in a healthy stomach,
•ombined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyapepala Cure doe· not only cure Indigestion
sad dyspepsia, but this famous remedy

all stomach troubles bjr cleansing,

ours·

s

•—toning

strengthening

and

Mr. S. S. M. ef Rmatmd, W. Va. mw"
I «es UeaMed «Μι sour rtomach for twenty i—t
EsSnl ewe· mm ad w· are now usine it te mtk
htW*."
Kodol Mgwta Whet You 1st
■Mill ·Ι|. $1.00 Size hoidiet 2% tteaetheMri

Prepare* br L O. OeWITT AOO., OMtOAQOl
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

Wanted.
Pine, Poplar, Spruce, Fir

and Hard Wood cut 54 inches
long and delivered at our factory. All soft wood saw logs
delivered to J A. Kenney's
mill

Mason Mfg. Co.

Nuggets

goods. Call and see this
bing promptly attended

line.
to.

Job

No

charge for team.
Xj. M. Longley,

Maine.

Norway,

CURE

THE

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WH

/Consumption

FOR

OUGHSand

I

W0LDS

Prie·

50c &$1.00
Fr*· Trial·

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-

LES,

MONEY BACK

or

A LOW PRICE

For etx(e«n years I have fltted glasses to de
f»· tt»e eyes and nothing else—thai makes me a I

If your eyes trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice to reganl to the
•ame, come to tire man who Is a specialist, who
does one thing οηΐτ. No charge for eye examination· or consultation.

specialist.

Wool Carpets
patterns and

cu«ive CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm
ί·

quickly absorbed.
Gi«ss Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
! al* and protects
the diseased mem·
brune. It curve Cat.irrh and drives
n
awar a Cold in the L—
■
Head quickly. Ke-UAV
stores the Senses of WW I · fc w fell
Taste and Suiell. Full size 50cts., at Druggets <>r by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
Ely Brothers, 56 Wanea Street. New York»

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY.

HILLS,

Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

Lowest Prices in Oxford Couniy.

NEED ATTENTION.

Cord Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and

NEED IT BADLY,

Coal at

But you won't give it to them ;
you put it off from day to day.

A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

DO YOU KNOW

Every day's

added

dange-

.j—they

V

ν

,our health
Treat your Eyes
are your best

lends; abuse them and they'll
forsake you.

S.
y

d*'

(Graduate

PEELED PULPWOOD.
Mpruce, Fir, and Poplar

delivered at any station.

RICHARDS,
Optician,

Ε. H. PIKE,

South Pans.

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

Wanted.
All kinds of

ing

year.

NOTICE·

for
Id the District Court of the United Statea
In Bankruptcy.
the District of
)
In tbe matter of
In lUmkr^tef.
JOHN T. KEENS,

Wood the com(
Correspondence solicited.
of BumfOrd, Bankrupt. )
the
H. D. COLE,
To U>e creditor· of John T. Keene, In
district aforeaald :
County of Oxford and
Me.
Pond,
on
the
8th
that
day of
Bryant's
giron
1»

Pulp

hereby
D. 1907. the «aid John T. Keene
ιοος.
January,
and that the drat
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt,
"vlll be held at the ofllce
meeting of hla creditor»
Market
8
No.
Square, South
Referee
of the
A. D. 1907, at
Parle, on the !ΒΊ ».ay of Jan
at which time tbe
10 o'clock In the forenoon,
An experienced man to bunch said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
aad
a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
dowels. Must be of
habits and appoint
transact such other bualneaa aa may properly
said
before
meeting.
come
give good reference.
South Paris, Jan. 7, liw7WALTBB L. G BAY,
A. KENNEY,
is Bankruptcy. I
Notice

April 13th.

A.

WANTED.
good

J.

South Paris.

yards

merely nominal,

was

regulated by the receipts
slaughter houses.

Prices are
at the large

The milch cow trade has been

good.

Fancy milkers sell at better prices than
a year ago, but the range on ordinary
The hot weather during
cows is lower.
the summer increased the demand for
milk, and there was a decided scarcity.
resulted

This

in

good

a

demand for

heavy milkers, which has not yet
ceased.
The export cattle business was seriously damaged by the packing bouse

agitation. Foreign countries which had
been seeking an excuse to shut out our
beef, or to reduce the shipments, were
quick to take advantage of this opportunity. Some improvement is noted, as
the foreign trade has found that it must

have the cattle from the United States,
and that the quality is excellent. There
was of course no charge against live
cattle.
Bueiness at the vards has been greatly hampered by the continual delay of
train». Prompt arrivals have been the
exception for some time past. This has
been due chiefly to the great volume of

traffic which the railroads

causing congestion

of

sections.

are

freight

handling,
in many

Delayed
and quality

perous one. Quotations during
year have held remarkably steady, even
through the d ill season. The market
showed but a slight falling off in prices,
and readily regained its former level, as
trade once more became active. At no
time has the supply been in excess of
the demand, and during the spring and
early aummer, dealers experienced difficulty in securing enough of the right
kind of horses to satisfy an urgent demand. this being especially true, in filling the orders for fresh country horses
to Rend out to the lumber camps, also in
supplying heavy drafts. Good drafts
and large, strong horses for mercantile
demand
purposes have been in constant
during the year, selling readily, at good
prices. Purchasers are looking more
for first class horses than in years past,
consequently small seconds are in small
demand and move slowly, at low figures,
and decreasing values. Western horses
have ruled high in home trade, as well
as east, but during the past month quotations east have declined five to ten per
cent. The spring and fall trade of driving and family horses was excellent
Good quality horses, of this class, sell at
no
good prices the season through, the
depreciation in value being noted by
increasing use of the automobile.—
Maine Farmer.
He Wishes Old Time Customs.

-—

VKBMONTEB.

Renewing my subscription to The
New England Homestead, I wish to exit battles
press appreciation of the way
for the cause of the common producer,
1 believe the pleasures
or the farmer.
of the sportsmen often detraot much
from the comforts of the farmer. For
instance at one of the old-time Vermont
homes, known as Brookdale farm, is a
brooklet of 150 rods through meadows
and cultivated fields, giving 300 rods of
brook banks that are cared for, together
with a substantial bridge built by the
Three score and ten
owner of the farm.
in a short
years ago, the writer could
time catch a meal of trout for family
use, and in those days the population
was five to one, what it is at present
Schools were attended by 40 to 60 children, where there are barely a handful
to-day.

Wanted.

THE RISK YOU RUN ?
.nenns

the

at

owing to the small receipts.

AN OLD

Slab Wood,

YOUR EYES

weakness.
Sheep and lamb· are quoted somewhat lower, and veal calves show practically no change. During the most of
the year the market for sheep and lambs

VIORWAY, MAINE.

CFVFR

are

the

Corner Main and Danforth

DR. PARMENTER
A

a

trains mean loss in weight
of stock, frequently necessitating concession in prices. Shippers
who get their stock to the yards early
clean I have an advantage.
The market for horses, throughout
the year, has, in general, been a pros-

Specialist Chas. F. Ri

Specialist

number of previous years.
The increase of cattle has been almost
wholly from the west, the receipts from
New England showing a small decrease.
The increased supply of veal calves for
the year, amounting to over 7000, indicates that there has been no falling off
in the New England live-stock industry,
as almost all the veal calves coming to
the Brighton and Watertown markets
are raised in New England.
Some increase is noted in the receipts
of sheep and lambs, but the bulk of the
arrivals comes from the west, with
Canada becoming more prominent as a
shipper of sheep and lambs. Receipts
from Maine and Vermont have been considerably in excess of the figures for
1905, and there is some hope that the
industry may recover ite former prestige in the states.
Hogs have been in good supply
throughout the year. Most of the shipments are made directly to the large
slaughter houses, but there has been a
good supply at the yards.
Prices of all kinds of stock have ruled
quite high. For a time the agitation
against the packing houses had a bad
effect on the market for beef cattle, particularly for the poorer grades, the canWhile prices of
nera and bolognas.
these poor cows are still somewhat below the prices quoted a year ago, the
effect of the agitation has nearly passed away. The choice grades of cattle
are a little higher than they were a year
to
ago, and the demand for these seems
have been improved by the inspection
law now in effect.

during

decidedly higher than they
A new Lot
were at the
beginning of the year.
The demand for hogs has been excelThe best of
of Plumbing Goods.
lent, and there have been few times duroak woodwork for closets. No old ing the year when prices showed any

GOLDEN N'JGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

·ί

agricultural topic*
most often considered
all communication* Inwith reference to the sheep industry,
department to Ηηιτ D.
it
Is
which
Kdltor
Oxford DemHamhoxo, Agricultural
stated, has been very largely
ocrat. Parle, lie.
diminished because of the losses due to

tended for thla

Hogs

Bust Medioln· fcr Buiy Fco^!·
Brians QotJon Health and Rsaowed Vigor.
A r'looiftc f.r Constipation, Indirection. I.lve
end Kidn.-y· Trouble*. Piinpim. Kc/eina, Impure
to close out odd
HI "!. Hal breath. Slutficsh Bow»·!*, Headach* |
η·!«1 Backache. It's Rooky Mountain Tea in tubGenuine made by up stock.
let form. S". ceats a bo*.
Holmstku Dhi-o Company, Madison, Wis.
A

on praettcal
Correspondence
la «elicited. Addreea

New sporting leagues have been formed to make laws for the protection of
the finny tribe. Now we have protection, and no fish for the land owners.
If perchance a spotted beauty is allured
to our cooling spring waters, be ie spot-

ted by sharpers.
Again, for 80 years a flock of sheep
were kept upon the lands for pleasure
but sportsmen with their dogs
and
and guns have all but stamped out the
industry and made it unprofitable. Dogs
are sometimes useful, bat when they are
kept without any other nse than roving
worrying and killing
over hills and
sheep, they should cease to exist What
little we have for damage incurred by
dogs is not effective, owing to the lack
of identification.
We are told the automobile has come
to stay, and so bas the horse. A horse
is an intelligent domesticated animal
possessing love for his master, while an
automobile is a machine made by man,
without instinct and when put Into use,
explosive
charged with dangerous
dare-devil in hu-'
power and guided by a
on our
nuisance
man form, it becomes a
prophighways, dangerous to life and
a life work
erty. Men who have done
in producing food for the support of
mankind, and now passing from the sil-

profit,

should have provery to the golden age,
tection upon the highways to enjoy

as

muoh

now

as

possible

left them.—New

stead.

the

life that Is

England

Home-
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—

spondent,
in New England.
This subject is

^

dogs.

MASONIC BLOCK,
NORWAY.

a

contribution by jonr correB. W. McKeen, npon dog laws

Marathon

Mystery

^

^ Story of Manhattan
By BURTON Ε STEVENSON

Sour
Stomach

AND

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM

valuable

"SFKKD TH* PLOW."

HEWETT

kill™· couch

Telephone 134-11.

A Oood Dog Uv Suggestion.
I notice in The Fanner of Dec. 22

I have no accurate figures of the
JAMES 8. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris. Uve-Stock Market Report for 1906.
losses in this section directly due to
The past year in the local live-stock
but it is an enormous
markets has been very satisfactory, on roaming dogs,
sum and in all sheep-raising communithe whole. The volume of business
ties except on the plains it is very large,
done has compared
favorably with
millions of dollars anprevious years. The receipts of cattle aggregating
and of veal calves have established new nually.
License fees and such rights as are
high records, while sheep and hogs, accorded to the individual in regard to
volume
than
in
during permissible destruction of dogs caught
greater
No sppetNa, loss ot strength, nsoc— though
1906, have been considerably less than in the act of
•see, heedscrhe. constipation, bad breath
sheep fail to di-

KIUIIT A WHEELER,

James S.

Τ

•se. which Mils for 50 cents.

DIIKIELD,

\y

W

titt mucous membrane· lining the stomach.

at Law,

Λ-Mlara E. Herrlek.
S.

lota.

purifying,

A PARK.

JOHN

The house and lud
belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W-.Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartment· of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Jfcc., and is in
excellent condition.
The grounds are
extensive, containing additional house
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Copyright.

"The

hy

HE cold light of the morning
brought with It a profound

skepticism. Godfrey's theory
no longer seemed so convinc-

Case"

Holt

Henry

CHAPTER XXIIL

worrying

minish these losses and in thickly settled communities where small flocks
only are kept, Mr. McKeen's suggestion
of personal oversight fails because of the

Holladay

Company

ani

cm rat· h coor. remaps Cecily had forgiven me, and iu au evening's talk 1
ought surely to be able to find out
something more.
But it was not Cecily. It was Tremalue himself who opened to me.
"Oh, Mr. Lester," he cried, with
hand outstretched, "how are you? 1

"Λο. not u worn οι it. ι unt tug over
"To Cecily—i'remalnc s sweetheart,
But Id a few moments the mooa
whistled just then."
there
she
Not
became
you kno»v. He .«hipped her back to
«ml
quite gay.
passed
"I caught the word 'lit.' She probaMnrt!:ilqne (his morning."
till then did it occur to mc that Treshe'll
"Oh, dlil lie?" ami my companion's
maine had made no reference to the bly wants to know how many
but no matter," and
eyes narrowed suddenly. "Why was
tragedy at Kdgemere. Then I caught have to get ready,
me with· an expressive "that?"
myself just in time, for I remembered he turned to
I related briefly the Incidente of the
suddenly that I was not supposed to Uttle shrug.
"Why? Isn't the committee really preceding evening and of the mornknow be had been there.
Ins.
"So you have been successful ?" 1 going to Martinique?"
"tîodfrey," I ndded Impulsively, "if
"Oh, a couple of engiueere are goasked finally.
to look over the ground aad re- you knew Tremniue personally I think
"Yes, I believe so. I've succeeded In ing
you'd realize what a poor case we've
interesting some capitalists. Richard port."
"And you ?"
git against him. Why, It's no case
know
him?"
Delroy—perhaps you
"I shall stay here." He waved his at all! Theorizing1 s all very well, but
"No; only by reputation."
handkerchief again at the receding what a Jury wants Is evidence—plain,
"lie has helped me greatly."
then passed it across hie fore- straight out. direct evidence—and we
"Tou got through, then, sooner than boat,
head. "That takes η big load off my haven't enough of that to build a cob
you expected V"
mind, Mr. Lester, I tell you, to get her web. I thought I'd found some yes
"Yes; I thought It would take a
off aud be alive to tell the tale. terday afternoon, but It was all th·
safely
week at least. Mr. Delroy had arrangI rather expected her to stick a buife effect of s.-lf induced hypnosis," and 1
ed that the conference should take
Into me last night I made a great mis- told him of my visit to Skig Sing.
place at his country house near Baby- take in bringing her with me."
He listened with intent face.
lon. We finished the details yesterday,
"I'm not so sure it mis hypnosis,"
"But I thought you said"—
and," be added after the faintest hesi"Oh, they do laugh and forget in lie saiit, when I had finished. "At
tation, "an extremely unfortuuate time, but Just at iirst they naturally !«>:·<(, I'll have a look at those photo·
which
event occurred there lust night
feel bad. Now, before the voyage Is graph* myself before I accept that
made any further stay Impossible—I over I dare
tlciry. In fact, I rather think It's
say Cecily win hare andare say you suw an account of It In other doudoux—some handsome Creole T;vin.iine who lias hypnotized you,
the evening papers?"
returning home, perhaps. She's a mag- not I."
"Oh, yes; that murder and robl>ery. nificent woman, just the same," he
"I don't Is'lieve he's guilty," I reThe evidence seems to polut very added.
peated.
strongly toward a young fellow named
"Then who is?"

comparatively great expense.
did not seem convincing
It is generally agreed that the damage ing. In fact, It
Many objections occurred to
done to sheep is by worthless dogs, curs, at nil.
mongrels, ill-kept and untrained ani- me. I saw that the whole elaborate wanted to see you. I've been listening
mals, bred not raised for any especial structure was built upon quicksand. for
your step. You must Join us here
There was no proof that any of the
purpose.
Probably 95 per cent of the dogs kept clippings referred to Tremalne or this evening."
"I shall be glad to," I said, returnon farms and in agricultural districts
Thompson. There was no proof that
perform no very useful or valuable ser- Thompson had gathered them with ing his clasp, all my suspicions meltvice, but are merely pets or companions elaborate care and of set purpose. ing away, reduced to absurdity at sight
and of slight value as watch dogs, and
of him. "But why so particularly this Dryedale."
There was no proofas simply dogs are of no money value—
"Very strongly," he agreed, nodding
Yes. There was one point susceptible evening?"
do
nor
bred
not
are
they
pure
they
"Because we've planned a little cele- with just the right degree.9Î concern,
whole
structure
It
the
of
of
instincts
the
of
if
proof.
By
any
possess much,
bration. Cecily Is going away"—
"ultbougb I'm hoping that he may l>e
pure-bred dogs, and are worthless for would staud or fall.
able to prove himself not guilty. An
"Going
away?"
In
our
I
said
to
"Mr.
Junior,
Royce,"
breeding purposes.

Yet these worthless animals are permitted to be maintained, to the enormous
Ions of communities as a whole, and
practical extinction of a profitable industry in many sections and to the infliction of continual serious losses in
other sections. Thus do we pay for the
wag of a dog's tail.
It seems to me that we can retain the
wag of the tail and whatever of pleasure and comfort there is in the possession of a dog and almost wholly prevent
the losses to the sheep raisers. In any
avent it is worth trying to save millions
at dollars.
My suggestion is that no person be
granted a license to keep a dog unless
luch dog is a pure bred of his species
tnd duly registered in the kennel book
3f the bre'i to which he belongs.
Legislation of this sort, enacted toiay to go into effect in say three years,
in order that owners might have ample
time to divorce themselves from their
loved but worthless pets, would replace
:urs and mongrels with dogs of an entirely different sort, useful, companionable, intelligent to the highest degree
ind full of the instincts of their species
ind nothing else; dogs that would renain at home unpossessed of wandering
tendencies and without the desire to de*
1 itro.v life of other animals.
In licensing all dogs we take the first
1 itep to regulate and control.
Why not
license none but
! idvance further and
5 are-bred,
registered dogs?—F. L.

Boughton in New England Homestead.
Breeding

and Care of

Farm Horses.

In New Jersey, a pair of 10-hand
1 Irafts
is considered cheap for farm
vork at 9400, while if particularly well
natched or broken, it would command
The cow and the
ι much higher price.
sen have been called mortgage-lifters,
jut at present prices, how can a mort] gage be more easily and quickly paid
:ban by the sale of a pair of young
lorses each year? Do not hesitate to
raise a few colts for fear of a drop in
the market. Well-bred horses, which
ire adapted to the purpose, whether
1
Iraft, coach, trotter or saddle horse,
!iave always commanded good prices and
mdoubtedly always will.
If jou intend to breed one or your
'arm maree, still using her in the team,
lo not, for your future horse's sake,
:ake that old, spring-limbed, ewe-necked
mare, but pick out the best and most
ictive one you have. Look for depth
ind width of chest, muscular quarters
ind clean, flat limbs with prominent
tendons. Avoid straight pasterns, bad
feet or any unsoundness from natural
weakness that may be inherited by the
jolt. The above rules apply to the stallion as well. He must have a little
more size than is desired in the colt and
be full of vigor and life. General conformation must also be considered in
tire and dam. Select intelligent heads
and arched necks. Reject open flank,
wide spaces between ribs, and high
hips, for they are apt to prove hard

keepers.

:are of

the brood

mare and

colt.

the course of the morning, "I wonder if
I could be spared this afternoon? I've
some business of my own which I'd
very much like to attend to."
"Why, certainly," he answered Instantly. So when I left the office at
noon, I took the elevated to the Grand
Central station and bought a ticket to
Ossinlng. Once there, I went direct to
the gray old prison and etated my errand to Mr. Jones, the subwarden,
whom I found in charge.
"I've come up from New York," I
began, after giving him my card, "to
see if you can identify this man," and
I handed him the photograph of

Thompson.

He looked at It long and eearclilngly,
for a time in doubt, but at

seemingly

last he shook his head.
"No, I don't believe I can," he said.
"There's something familiar about the
face, but I can't place it."
"IIow long have you been connected
with the prison, Mr. Jones?" I asked.
"I began thirty years ago as guard.
But what made you think I could iden-

tify this fellow?"

"We've rather Imagined," I answerMi, "that his real name was Johnson
and that he served a term here for
robbery, beginning iu 1885."
He looked at the photograph again,
with a sudden hush of excitement in

Ills face.
"I l>elleve you're right," he said.
'Let's look at Johnson's photo."
He consulted the index, then turned
to one of the wall cases.
"Here he le," he said, opening a compartment and pointing to a photograph.
'It's the same man sure, only changed
I
ι lot. It would be easy to prove it.
suppose they took his Bertlllon measurements at the morgue, and we've
>nly to compare them with ours,
rhey'd l>e the same, no matter how

"Yes—back to St. Pierre to get my
house in order. But I'll tell you at dinIt's to be served here in an hour.
ner.
You will come?"
"Certainly I will," I assured him and
hastened over to my room to dress.
He was awaiting me when I knocked an hour later. A table had been set
with three places.
"Come In," he said. "Dinner will be
here directly. I thought It safer to
have the celebration here because—
well," and he nodded significantly toward the inner room.
"Cecily?" I questioned.
"Yes. She takes it to heart more
than you'd Itelieve, but she'll get over
a day 01· two."
"When does she leave?"

It In

"In the morning early, by the fruit
boat. And, by the way, I want you to
go down with me to see her off. She'll
appreciate it."
"Why, certainly—but Isn't It rather
sudden ?"
"In a way, yes. You see, I've arranged for η committee from New
York to go down to Martinique and
look over the ground, and I want to
take them before they have a chance to
cool off. I've got to get my house there
in order and engage some servants, for
that will be our headquarters, and If

leave by the boat toshe can't go for ten days. Ten
days from now I'm going to have the
committee ready to sail, and when I
get them to Martinique I'm going to
give them a sample of Creole hospitality. I wish you could come." he added warmly. "I'd like to have you."

Cecily doesn't

morrow

—r—
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Tremaine!
Not until I was quite near New York
did I recover sufficiently from the
effects of this discovery to heed the
cry of the train boy as he went through
the coaches with the evening papers.
"AH about th' Edgemere murder!"

control him. Keep his feet trimmed. Long hoofs will sometimes cause
ringbones and other blemishes. Handle
bim frequently. Don't frighten him,
»nd above all, don't let him frighten

suit fourteen I did not doubt, and I
read and reread the details with the
greatest care, in the effort to find
wnere that connection lay.
But It was Impossible to see how
Tremaine could be Implicated In the
Edgemere mystery even In the least
degree-Ills alibi was perfect. On the

tightly
easily

around hie

nose.

Then yon

can

fou.—New England Homestead.

Kicking Cows.
We read all sorts of devices to care
kicking cows. Like balky horses, kicking cows are usually made so bv the
The best device
men who handle them.
we have ever seen is to put a ring in the
halter on the
a
Boor over head and with
She
bow draw her head up pretty taut.
can not kick very well in this position
sud the beauty of it is she does not
know what it is that prevents her as
ihe soon comes

to know if a

strap

is

buckled about her legs.—Hoard's Dairyman.

An Instance of Aroostook stook-rais·
is giving good returns is that
of Albert Mooers of Honlton who recently sold one of his high-bred cows to
Massachusetts parties for I860. Mr.
Mooers is now quite extensively engaged in stock raising, and is meeting with

ing thst

encouraging success.—Maine Farmer.

H. M. Fiske of North Waterford has

recently purchased a desirable bull calf,
Lord Spurbane, to plaoe at the head of
his herd. Mr. Fiske is breeding Shorthorns only in a small way at present,
but this sire bred in Ontario promises
to help place bis stock on a high plane
of excellence.—Maine Farmer.

he was crying, and the name caught
my car.
"Edgemere," I repeated to myself.
I've heard that name
"Edgemere.

somewhere."

Then in a flash I remembered, and In
moment more the whole story of the
tragedy of the night before—the muriler of Graham aud the theft of Mrs.
Dclroy's necklace—lay before me.
With what Intensity of Interest I read
It can be easily imagined. I was
shaken, nervous, horror stricken. That
there was some connection between
this second tragedy and the one In
a

other hand, the evidence against young
Drysdale seemed complete In every
link. Certainly none of the papers
doubted his guilt, and they handled his
past career and his family history with
a minuteness and freedom which must
have been most trying to his friends.
Coroner Heffelbower came in for the

lion's share of praise—every one agreed
that he had conducted the case with
Of course the
rare skill and acumen.
lîecord had his photograph, as well as
those of his wife and six children, and
as I looked at his round face I fancied
him strutting back and forth in hie
saloon, inflated with pride and listening
approvingly to the coustant ringing
of the cash register. It's an 111 wind-

but certainly there was no denying
tnat he had handled the case adroitly.
Drysdale, It appeared, had been lodgthe Jail at Babylon aud steaded
fastly refused to make any statement
or to explain his absence from the
house. No rei»orters had been admitted to Edgemere. though that fact did
not prevent two or three of them from
writing minute descriptions of the condition of affairs there and publishing
Interviews with the members of the

lii

One of the âne 8-foot pair of cattle
owned by Moses Toung of Hartford
Marvelous accounts were givwent to Boston for cboioe Christmas family.
and Imbeef. Mr. Toung doe· something in en of the exquisite beauty
swine raising as well; two of his 7 1-2· mense value of the missing necklace,
months pigs, recently slaughtered, and the Record published a drawing
dressed 286 and 322 pounds respectively. of It "from a description by Tiffany."
—Maine Farmer.
We pulled Into the station, aud I
took a car down to my rooms, turning
Barn
A Well Lighted Dairy
this latest enigma over and over In
is a very important faotor in keeping
mind, looking at It from every anDisease germs my
cows In good health.
trying In vain to discover some
gle,
flourish in dark places and the best and
that would Implicate Tremaine.
fact
oheapest disinfectant is common everya moment. Then
day sunlight.—P. P. South in Turf, At my door I paused knocked at TreI crossed the ball and
Farm and Home.

In suit fourteen as complete
that which Delroy had offered for
him In the Edgemere mystery. Godfrey and I had been forging a chain of
sand, imagining it steel! As for that
prison photograph, I had been deceived
as

a chance resemblance.
"The boat starts from pier Γ>7. North
river, at the foot of West Twenty-seventh street, at 8 o'clock," were Tre-

by

malue's last words to me. "We shull
look for you there."
•
Is there any virtue In dreums, 1
wonder? That night, while I slept,
the tragedy In suit fourteen was reenacted before me. I witnessed Its
ueiuii—ι

su»

iilmmuuv

some

baggage.

place."

"And Tremalne will Join you in two
weeks," I added.
This time she looked at me—ft lightning flash—a glance that brought back

vividly my dream.
"Will heir" she asked between her
teeth.

I questioned, in affected surprise, "don't you think he will?"
She drew in her breath with a quick

"Why,"

wits

itrrayctl in nil her finery»

"There's nothing I'd like better," 1
said, suddenly conscious of how I hud
slandered ldui in my thoughts, "but I
fear it isn't possible Just now."
"Well, some day I shall have you
there, and I warn you I shan't let you
go in α hurry. Come in," he added, in

response to a knock at the door.
Two waiters entered, nnd in a moment the-dinner was served.
"That will do," said Tremalne, pressing a coin into the hand of each of
"We'll attend to ourselves.
them.
Send up in an hour for the dishes. I
thought that was best," he added as he

closed the door after them. "We can
talk freely now."
II* stepped to the inner door.
"Cecily!" be called.
She appeared in a moment, with eyelids a little puffed and ml. luit on the
whole in much better spirits tlinu 1
had expected. She was arrayed in a.

her finery—she had put on every piece
of Jewelry, I think—and she paused in
the doorway to throw me a courtesy.
Tremalne took her baud and led her
to a seat with a grace worthy of the
grand monarque.
"See the spoiled child.'" he snid,
across the table at her, α
moment later. "She's been making herself miserable for# notbiug. In two
weeks we shall be together again at

laughing

Fond-Corre."
She answered his laugh with a thin
«mile and shot me α glance pregnaut
with meaning. I knew she meaut that
her prophecy had come true.
He brimmed lier glass with wine.
"Drink that," he said, "to our meeting in two weeks."
"To our meeting in two weeks!" she
repeated Ironically and drained the
class.

Hood's

Sersapartlla enjoys the dbtinction of being the great»
est curative am preventive
medicine the world has ever
known· It is an all-round
medicine, producing its un-

equalled effects by purify-

blood on which the
health and strength of every,

organ* bone and tissue depend· Accept no substitute for Hood's, but in*

akt

on

haiing Hood9·

AND ONLY HOOD'S·

gasp.
"What does it matter? I'm only a
fllle-de-couleur. I shall laugh and forget, like all the others." and. Indeed, a
strange unnatural excltemeut had cume

Into her face.
I saw her eyes devouring Tremalne
as he approached.
"Everything is. arranged." he said
cheerily, shaking hands with me. "Here
Now take us
are the checks. Cecily.
down to your stateroom and do the

honors."
"As you please, doudoux." she answered quietly, and led the way.
It was a very pleasant cabin, one of
the best on board, and 1 saw that some

of her personal belongings were already
Against the hot
scattered about It.
water pipe in oue corner was hanging
Fe Fe's cage. A curtain had been tied
about it to protect Its tender occupant

from the cold.
"I see you're taking Fe Fe with you,"

I remarked.
"To be sure she Is," said Tremalne.
"She knows the snake would starve to
death if she left It with me. But we
must drink to α good voyage."
lie rose and touched the electric button.
Cecily followed him with eyes
gleaming like two coals of lire. Looking at her, I felt a vague uneasiness—
did she have concealed In the bosom of
her gown that same revolver—was she
only waiting a favorable moment?
"The first toast is yours, Mr. Lester,"
eald Tremalne, as be filled the glasses.
"To Cecily!" I cried. "Her health,
life and happiness!"
"Thank you, che," she said simply,
and very gravely, and we drank it.
Just then a bell sounded loudly from
the deck and a voice shouting com-

long

mands.
"Come, we must be going," said Tre"That's the
malne. rising hastily.
shore bell."
I passed out first, and for an Instant
held my breath, expecting I know not
But
what—a dull report—a scream.

In a moment they came out together.
Tremalne and I made α rush for the
gang plank, while Cecily again took up
tier station against the rail. We waved to her and waved again, shoutlug
goodbye as the last rope was cast
loose and tbe steamer began to move
*way from the dock.
She waved back at us and kissed her
bands, looking very beautiful.
Then suddenly her face changed.
She swayed and caught at the rail for

support.

"She's going to faint, pardieu!" said
Tremalne.
But she did not faint. Instead she
made a funnel of her hands and shouted a last message back at us.
Tremalne nodded as though he understood and waved his hand.
"Did you catch what she said?" be

asked.

carry him too far.

"Not a shred, apparently," he auseuted readily.
"Well, then, how"—
"Here's the landing," he Interrupted.

tragedy

I went directly to her.
"So here you are," 1 said, "ready to
lov*
go back to that St. I'lcrre you
Aren't you glad?"
so much.
"Oh. very glad," she answered, with
"I shall
a single llitless glance at me.
back to this horiib!e
come
never

She

to

taches to circumstantial evidence. I
knew how a Jury, looking at Tremaiue,
would laugh at it. No lawyer would
risk his reputation with such a case,
no magistrate would allow it to proceed before him. Why, ior all I knew,
Tremaine could prove an alibi for the

ing of

sure time that way. Oh, yes; I remember, too, he tried to escape, bat his
pal went back on him and left him layIlls pal
in' out yonder by the wall.

and when that time
see that all goes
well. While the colt is a suckling, conbran ration.
wheat
and
tinue the oats
Arrange a small box for him as soon as
be can eat for himself. If possible, he
ind hie mother should have the run of a
meadow. Do not try to keep two animals on food for one. After weaning,
jive him what will take the place of his
mother's milk—oats, wheat bran, a little
)il meal, and mixed hay, if grass is not
in season.
Always endeavor to secure the growth
of bone and muscle rather than fat or
bair, and, therefore, avoid much corn.
Do not allow him too mnch roughage, it
will make him pot-bellied. You do not
want a colt looking like a dairy cow.
Break him to the halter young, before
be attains his strength. A piece of rope
makes the best and cheapest halter.
Hake a loop under the chin to pass the
head through, so that it can be drawn

foalifig

approaches, watch to

flected, wholly hypothetical, flimsy
with the fllmsiness which always at-

the details of this leave taking. Cecily
and Treiraine were there before me,
the former Icauing sadly against the
rail while the 'atter directed the check-

While the mare is pregnant give her
good care and feed and plenty of exer- was η bad one, he was; he pot away
:ise. Moderate work will not hurt her,
and I've often wondered what become
but let it be with judgment. Her rahim. Here he is."
of
of
amount
a
liberal
tions should contain
He swung open another compartAllow her the
jats and wheat bran.
at
liberty of a good sized box stall some ment. and I found myself staring
time before

There Is no need for me to detail
what we did talk about, since it in
no way concerns this story, but I bad
never seen Tremuine to better advanHe was the unexceptionable
tage.
gentleman, the man of the world, who
had traveled for and tasted many
things, a brilliant and witty talker—a
personality, in a word, on the whole so
fascinating and impressive that loug
before the evening was over I had dismissed as ridiculous my vague suspicions of an hour before. The story
that Godfrey had built up was, I re-

out, a pistol flashed, even as Treinaine
tried to knock it aside, and Cecily
looked down upon her victim with eyes
of blazing hatred!
I was at the pier in good time, for,
let me confess It. I was curious to see

other, "very well. He was a quiet,
well behaved chap; had been captain
of a little tramp steamer, I believe. He
liad a perfect mania for cutting pieces
out of newspapers and pasting them
in a scrapbook. He spent all his lei-

"Where's your evidence?"
"I haven't any." I said helplessly;
"only a kind of intuition."
"Well, I've the same kind of Intuition
It was Trentaine."
\v«·
haven't
evidence
"But
any
ngnlnst liltu. either: not a shred of real,
direct, convincing evidence."
"Perhaps not." he agreed, "but we're
going to get it—enough to convict him
and some to spare."
"Convict him of what?"
"Of two murders and one robbery."
"Then you believe he's implicated In
this Edgemere affair?"
"I'm sure of It."
"But there Isn't a shred of evidence
ngainst him," I protested again, coining back to my old objection. Uetilly
< ·" >ιIfrey was allowing his prejudices

amiable young fellow—somewhat Im-

blow—
up tbe pipe and strike u heavy
then, suddenly, behind hiiu, appeared
a face dark with passion, a hand shot

nor did the feature·
Bliow that subtle bloatiug of long continued dissipation. But It was the
same—undoubtedly It was the same.
There was no need to apply any finer
tests.
"I remember him now," said Jones,
looking from one photograph to the

anyway."

pulsive and headstrong—but let us not
It's too unpleasant.
talk about it.
This evening we must l>e gay."

every

nuch he'd changed."
And he had changed, Indeed! The
fohnson of the prison photograph was,

"Cecily!" I said bluntly. "I believe
she's the one who killed Thompson,

"That she is." I agreed, aud threw a
last look down the river.
The boat was almost hidden by the
morning mist. In a moment more It

"We «m talk It over on the train."
We left the bout and hastened across
to th* station. The train wax waiting
the word to start ami was in motiou a
moment after we stoi've.l :''»oartL
There were not many ρ.ι-coalers, for
the morning travel is toward the cityk
not fruin It. .::id v. „> hid uj l'.l.llcultj
in lindiug a seat where we c >i:!d talk
without fear of lielîiz overheard.

ITO

disappeared, bearing Cecily

had finite

to death, a fortnight later, in the
shadow of I'elee. And 1 doubt if I
shall ever know another woman like
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"If yo.i \v:i:;î to toll whether or not
the ηιΐϋΐ you aiv talking to is telling
uer.
him tu tiie eyes,"
the truts:. don't li
said a lienver lai'k tcll-τ tu .*ome
CHAPTER XXIV.
friends last night. "I t!.ought it was Just
ΤΤΤΙίΤΚΝ I opened the office door.
!<1 one < f ll.o e pre·the other way,"
twenty minutes later, I was' eut. "I've
always ;:i der-.il χκΙ that It
*■*·"»!
til Willi Cilill'tVV illst
made it harder for the liar if y ui looked

iff I

with Mr. Royce.
"Xo, no;
"litre ho is!" be cried.
don't take off your coat; don't even
take off your hat! Come along; it's a
mighty close thing now." and lit* caught
me

by tin*

arm.

right, Lester." said our
junior, seeing my astonished countenance. ".Mr. Godfrey will explain υη
"It's

ail

the way out."
That was enough; I needed no second bidding and ran alter Godfrey to
the elevator. At the curb a cab was
waiting and we jumped into it.
"James slip," called Godfrey, and in
au Instant we were off.
The driver seemed to realize the need
of haste, for we bumped over the paving stones at a prodigious rate, thread-

ing the dirty streets und linaiiy pulling
up

with

whirl

a

in

the

shadow

of

Brooklyn bridge.

"Come on!" cried Godfrey, and we
crossed the ferry lions»· et it j :η·ι».
slummed our tickets into the chopper
and sprung a ! «uni the boat just as it
was

ca.ilin.; loose.

a close shave," said GimIfrey. sinliug info the nearest seat aud

"That was

taking off his hat.
I sat down beside him nnd mopped
away the perspiration. I luul need of
all uiy breath for a moment, but at last
I managed to blurt out a question.
"What's it all about'/"

Ih;tV·
wrong
! auk teller.
"The u.an who l.i. .ws how t > Ile knows
how tu I >ok ,u#u iu the «»."··.« v.'ken he's
doing it. And lie nui '..ha fju't a
regular liar, but who !...< ia .it»· up Ms
mind t>> li*·
you. de.\lr llrst that
.t in the eye».
lie mu t loii: you j-M·.
·ιΐ yuii »! m't look at
It is t':e vol»·*·.
the eyes. t!. t t- !i \ <-.i whether the
otl.er lellow is lying. We u.-e the systorn freijuei.lly in t:.e Ivii.k. A man
κ ι·* l»n.*i::eM
will come In to ti ll i:s
talc. We look nt : i; feet «.;· hi- hinds
I i jit·»!*:· in his eyes,
<·!' his I. : !·■>-·
li Iv's telling t'.ii· It't l.ii v>i«i» will
be lir in :·.·!·'· ytrilg .tfotw.rd. and the
in hi* ey.s will
nl> ·ΐ:ι·ο of your y,
not affect it, but II' l e'h li.ig I. 11 i»o
eonfiw! by voi r :ιι*?ί·>·ι. and !.!< voice
will treu.l !o. ! 11-' i t Ιι<·ιη :;::d haw :nd
V *.i i::ny revt asclear li·' t!:r»::i.
sured then t'. it he's sliin tii; : yo·.!."—

squarely

in his eyes

impres loll," contint-Hil tl.e

Denver l'^st.

hi».··

<1

1.1*;:un.

The average adult he.;d has η clrcumfe;eiiii uf lill:»- t,.ve.:'.;,-tivu Ιι:.\κ·«.
The ave.a ;e a .ult hut Κ Ii.ily Ms i'.ud
three-quarters size. The shes of men's
hats are six and threo-:'ou.'ths aud kix
and seven οΙκΙι: lis generally. "Seven»"
hats are common in Aberdeen, and tho
processors of our coll.-irej Kenerally
wear seven a:id oue-ei.hth to eiirlit
sizes. Heads wearing hats of the sizes

and smaller or
"Well," began Godfrey, putting on six and three eighths
inches lu
less
than
twenty-one
a
being
with
me
at
and
hat
looking
bis
again
can never be powerful.
circumference
the
first
"in
the
place
quizzical smile,
nineteen aud twenty Inches
eminent and widely kuowu firm of Between
circumference heads are invariably
Graham »V Itoyee has been engaged to In

defend one John Tolbert Prysdal·», now
under arrest charged with murder and
robbery. You are on your way to
Babylon, Long Island, to look over the
ground, have a talk with your client
aud get the case ready."
"So!" I nodded. "Yes, I read of the
case in last night's papers. But Mr.
Drysdale Iihs never, I think, been a
client of ours. IIow did he happcu to
choose us?"
"He didn't; I chose you. I wanted
him to have the best in the market."
"inanks," I said, coloring a little.
"Rut how did the office come to take
the case? We're always rather shy of

criminal cases, you know."
But I
"Yes, I know you are.
chinned your Junior a bit."
"That explains It!" I said, laughing

"Of course we'll do our best for him."
"You'll acquit him," said Godfrey,
with conviction. "I was at Boston
yesterday, or I'd have gone down to
Babylon at once aud taken you with
me."
"Then I shouldn't have got to say
good by to Cecily."
"To whom?"

on

iin*: to this au-

very weak and, ucc

>;·

Otic.— !.'>.:<luu V

Woman.

thority. "no la !y sluuld think of marrying a man with a head less than
twenty in· ho·· in c!rcr inference." People with heads under nineteen Inches
are mentally deficient and with heads
under <· iiit.'e'i inches Invariably idl·

SsffKl

» :

I11 nee In Train·.

"I have one rule for my family when
they travel." said the conductor of tk#
suburban train, "und that is for tkeui

ride iu the rear coach or tk·
first one and, preferably, not Iu tb·
coach next to the hut or first. The reason for it Is ho obvious that I should
think the foremost und last car· of ft
traiu would have scant patronage from
auybody who reads of railroad accl·
deuts. If there Is u smashup, those ar«
It seeuif
the coaches that suffer.
strange that some kind of a buffer I·
never to

not put behind the locomotive teuder
How
and at the rear of the train.
many lives would be saved by a de ν le#
of the kind one has only to Htudy the
statistics of railroad accidents to ttg·
urc out for himself."—New York Pre··.

Rapid change· of temperature are hard
the toughest constitution.

The conductor passing from the heated
inside of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform—the canvasser spending an
hour or so in a heated building and then
walking against a biting wind—know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.

Scott's Emulsion strengthens the

body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.
It will help you

to

avoid

taking cold.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

A

Ulttrt «Ml

wrj
School »t 111 *■

PNprMan,

All lenl advertisement·
urwrraniKNTi·
in riven lhn* connective Insertions tor 11.90
column.
la
of
Inch
Special contract·
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er».

New type, fait pre····, electric
Jo· PS!XTUO
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make thN tei>artment of oar baalmm «wrt'let* and popular.
HNtiL£ COPIES.
Single ople· of the Democrat are tour cent·
each. Th<*v will he mailed on receipt of price by
the puMN,—r« or for the convenience of patrons
ilnglc cop'.··- >f ich Issue have been placed on
•ale at the fol'<>wln^ places In the County :
Sburtlelf'· Drug Store.
South Pari*,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poatmaater.
BuckOeM.
A. F. Lewi·, Insurance Offlce.
Kryebunr,
Mr*. Harlow. Poet Offlce.
Hart· Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Went Paris.

Coming
Veb. 5 —Oxford
Pond.

Event*.

Pomona

Grange,

Bryant's

3an<lay »t W ~M

filing^

smithing, iohbing »d «w
Walter Woodward of Quincy, ««" » {>
Wallace H. Cumminge for » time.
The Paria Hill Grammar School will
give a sociable on ™dayeveningjan.
mt
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to

cordially

which all are

Invited.
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Anderson,
.·«

with
IeroT H.
whom she is to go to
from ElizaWh on Fnday after
The Santa Fe route is chosen,
noon.
via Chicago and Kansas City,
Social dance at Academy Hall, war
day evening of this week. A good
Mr.

1

L£". A"*^!

Ttartiue

^Dr ^Charlotte F.

Hammond

home from Boston last week

ϊϊί1 ^Μγ'Ham

m ond

already considerably

called
the

was

by

^U-

is recovering and
better.
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Mere and There.
The man without country ha? figured
in fiction crave and gay, but thei* seem·
to be a real case of a girl without a
country, at the detention pen on Long
Wharf in Boston. This girl is Marian
Zartarian, 16 years old, who came from
Turkey twenty months ago. lier father
came to America years ago, prospered,
became a naturalized citizeu of this
country, and about two years ago sent
for his wife and daughter. When they
arrived at Boston the woman was allowed to enter the country, but the girl was
refused admission because she was suffering with trachoma. This is a disease
of the eves, communicable from une person to another, which is very common
with children in southern Europe. Subjects of the Sultan, before they are allowed to leave the country, must declare
that they will not return to it, and must
This
renounce allegiance to the Sultan.
the girl bad already done, so it is thought
she would not be allowed to return to
Turkey. In the endeavor to get her
reloased, her father has carried lier case
to the United States Supreme Court,
which has just decided that under the
law she may not be permitted to enter
this country. Where shall she turn?
The only hope for her seems to be in
ber recovery from the disease, and there
is said to be a good prospect of this, as
during these twenty months she ha·
been under the care of the best physicians her father could procure. Meanwhile the only spot on earth that she
can call her home is the detention pen
on Long Wharf, where she has already
lived for twenty months.
a

In the amount of products exported
into the markets of the world during the
past year, the United States stands
third. Hurrah for U. S.!

Simon Guggenheim, the

senator
from Colorado, frankly admits that he
paid the campaign expenses of most of
the members of the legislature who voted for him. Such action probably does
not make him amenable to the law, and
would have been tolerated with a certain
indifTerence some years ago, but in the
present condition of mind of the people
it will seriously damage the respect in
which he is held.
new

Two days
spent by the officers in
unearthing, in one house, hidden chambers and closets where were concealed
liquors and gambling implements, and
the bouse was a good deal wrecked when
they got through with it. No, they
were not Sturgis deputies, and the house
was not even in a Maine city, but in local
option Massachusetts, where the troubles
of Maine prohibition are supposed not to
were

A national association of wholesale
is said to be sendiDg oat » circur to customers showing the loopholes
In the new pure food law, and giving instructions how to take advantage of
The association must enjoy the
them
services of some able and eminent lawyer, such as are employed by the big
trusts to discover methods of evading
the law.

Eocere

During the last fiscal year the immiinto the United States amounted
The
to something more than a million.

gration

are

m.

Mr. Arthur Batson and wife of New
York City bave been guests of Mrs. J. a.
Drake the past week.

Nature's Catarrh Cure.
Guarantee*I Stomach Remedy.
Statement O. C. P. of H. M. r. 1.

figures

a.

Ernest Churchill, who has
Leslie E. Newell shop, enounces to the
public that he is prepareâ to do blac

YourlKye·.

New Ginghams.
Stick to tne Handle.
Blue Stores.

mere

Service at
Tmmit evening.
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not

particularly

start-

ling; but when it is understood that over
three-fourths of this number came from
Austria-Hungary, Russia, Finland and
Italy, the question arises how fa*t are
we going to aasimilate this diverse mass,
and make them into good twentieth
century Americans?

proposition is already bobbing up
at Augusta that the legislature double
the pay of its members, with the proviso
that they shall not accept railroad passIn the opinion of the Democrat,
es.
both features of the proposed change ar·*
commendable and ought to be passed.
It is not to be forgotten, howevet, that
the legislature of 1903 submitted exactly
such a measure to the people, and about
one-third of the voters took the trouble
to vote on it, defeating it decisively.
Even in the face of that referendum,
there would probably be little faultfinding if the present legislature should
take the situation by the horns and run
measure
the
through without any
The

referendum.

the matter of the Republinomination for president in next
year's campaign, a current newspaper
article says that a certain faction of the
Republican party have already secured
pledges of several state delegations in
support of their candidate. Such talk, a
year at least before the voters of the
party will begin to express their sentiments in concrete form, may be correct,
"
It is rather
but it is rather "previous
according to the old-fashioned programme, but it is going out of date, and
ought to.

Discussing

can

A lively agitation has started up since
the legislature met to have the state capOur Portland
ital moved to Portland.
written
friends should recall history
and unwritten. The last agitation for
the removal of the capital, begun in the
same way and boomed with great enthusiasm, resulted in building a hundredthousand dollar addition to the state
house at Augusta, and an insane hospital
at Bangor.
—

a

Wilt

rtflli

ont for an entertainment
given nnder the auapicea of OnTHE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ward Rebekah Lodge, No. 29. The play
"The New Woman's Reform Club" with
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
a oast of eighteen characters will be pre-
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ttr

Pood.

ι F Parks, night operator here, has
gone to Island Pond where he has a
s office,
position in the train
and Mr. Mullen of Pownal takes his

P'Janoes^ÀrmstronR

m

Jespatcher
and

Daniel"Walker

family

have

The bills

to be

are

sented at Dunham's Hall on Thursday
evening, Jan. 17. The play is an excellent comedy and doubtless will give entertaining Information regarding some
of the latest up-to-date methods of progressive woman. Besides the play there
will be specialties of vocal and instrumental music. After the play there
will be a sociable. Admission 20 cents.
Children under 12, 10 cents. As this
entertainment is a benefit for the funds
of the lodge it merits a good patronage.
The installation of the officers of
Granite Chapter, No. 115, 0. E. S., held
on Thursday evening of last week proved a delightfully pleasant social occasion. There was a good number in attendance including several members of
Jefferson Chapter of Bryant's Pond.
The officers were installed in an exceptionally âne manner by Past Matron,
Mrs. Jennie A. Bates, who acted as installing officer. She was assisted by
Mrs. Mary A. Bucknam, who served as
marshal, and Miss Ruth A. Tucker as
chaplain. Following is the list of new
officers for 1907 :
Worthy Matron—Mrs. Grace A. Brlggs.
Worthy Patron—Mr. Benton L. Swtit.
Asst. Matron—Mm. Jennie A. Bates.
Sec.—Mrs. Annie W. Wheeler.

TreM.—MIm Blanche Penley.
Coadaetnss—Mrs. Apnea Brock.
Λ8*1. Com!uctress—Mrs. Mary A. Bucknam.
Warden—Mn». Emma A. Hill.

Sentinel—Mr. Clarence K. Stearns.

Adah—Vis* Ltnnlc K. Marshall.
Ruth—Mrs. I va Packard.
Esther—Mis· Ethel M. Howe.
Martha— Mrs Georgia Estes.
Electa—Miss Alice Penley.
Organist—Mr·. Elizabeth W. Irish.

song of welcome was given
double quartette and the installation ode was sung by a male quartette
consisting of Mr. R. N. Stetson, Mr. H.
R. Tuell and Mènera. Ε. L. and W. T.
Wood. Immediately at the close of the
installation the following excellent programme of entertainment was given:
Piano <tuet, Charge of the Uhlans,
1.
Mrs. Wardwell, Miss Lane.
3. Song, Reuben Ha»klns....Mr. G. Q Perham.
3. Reading. Mary's Night Hide,
Mrs. Samael Estes, Jr.
4. Violin solo, Remembrance,
An

by

opening

a

has bought the
Miss Jennie M. Brown.
Howe place and is repairing the build· 5. Song. Ο Promise Me, ....Mrs. Q. Q. 1'erham.
β. Reading, An Old Man's Story,
m
Miss Leona Penley.
William Whitman, who is staying at 7. Comic coon
song, Show Me the Way,
Mr. Perham.
Mrs. Sarah Proctor's in East Woodstock,
8. instrumental music, Rippling Waves,
l#
Miss Brown.
and
zither
Tuell,
Madge
piano,
a
position of night
The company was then served with a
watchman at the South

^^ey'h^t'he

ElonG. Whitman

at Reuben Whitman's

°x;^rurge

during

delicious lunch of sandwiches, cake and

n.
the illness coffee.

attendance

ganized
good
bership

at the in

fested.
Mrs.

Granite Chapter has been orbut a little over two years but is
working condition, with a memof sixty and good interest mani-

Tandberg, wife of Rev. Oluf
Tandberg of Berlin, Ν. H., preached at
the Univerealiet church on Sunday, Jan.

Ξ

13th.
for the March term
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Dunham of WaterΓιβηβνίβνβ
Mrs. Fanny Ross and Mrs. Genevieve
visited their relatives here last
ville
a
Walker have been visiting
Whitman's the past week. Their aunt, week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Irish and daughMn.Areve.ta Bessey, has been quite
ter have been spending a week or two
Farnum was in I^wiston Satur- with their relatives at Buckfield.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury is boarding
He has s'me intentions of moung
day
at W. 6. Hammond's and goee with her
to that city in the spring.
There is a large amount of sickness in team back and forth to teach the school
Most of the cases are at North Paris.
Mrs. Davis P. Curtis still continues in
severe colds and touches of the
Mr. Geo. L. Cushman has been ap poor health this winter. Mrs. D. C.
Churchill is working for her.
a justice of the peace by Gov.
Mrs. Elva E. I.ocke has gone to Lisbon
Cobb.
to spend the remainder of the winter
East Bethel.
with her daughter, Mrs. Harold GerMr »od Mr·· ° *· Sanborn returned rish.
Mr. Thomas E. Stearns of Cambridge,
Mass., arrived in town last week and inteuds to board here for an indefinite
tu. returned period.
home from Lowell, Mass
Greenwood.
Miss Rose Greenwood has gone to
Frank Morgan is at work haveRting
South Framingham, Mass., where she
ice at the Bennett place. It is now
Bryant, who has been with fifteen Inches thick and of rather poor
her son in Newry, has "turned to her quality; not more than one half of it le
Her sister, Miss Eliza of the real "indigo blue, warranted,"
home here.
while the remainder is snow ice, so called.
Snow has been settling of late, and toGrange held a very interesting meeting the 11th. The tire day it is 14 inches deep in the woods by
and second degrees were c°nferred on long measure.
nine candidates followed by a very m
Although only about one-third of the
Refresh winter is past, they begin to talk about
teresting literary
flmir hams looking emntv and buvincr
ments were served by the brothers.
bay. And it does seem as though cattle
have an appetite as they never had beOn Jan. 7th Enoch Durgin, aged 13 fore.
Floyd Morgan has so far recovered
years, was arraigned before Trial Justice Llewellyn A. Wadsworth for larceny from his rheumatism as to be on his
of several articles to the value of $3.35, feet, but the doctor has put a veto on
from the premises of Charles H. Clough. his doiug any manual labor during the
He was found guilty and sentenced to winter, and so he is about to see what
the state school for boys, aid was taken he can do peddling fish.
What restless creatures we mortals
there by Constable Henry W. Merrill.
On the 9th the thermometer registered be, at least many of us. When we came
30 degrees above zero; on the 10th, 9 be- here thirty-one years ago, Ε. H. Pike
low, and on the U'h, 26 above, all in had just been married and settled on a
farm in an adjoining neighborhood. A
48 hours.
Miss Ethel M. Martin is serving as few years later he sold out and moved
clerk in the office of Hiram Creamery just over the line into Woodstock, where
he has lived until the present time.
Association.
Mr. Elias Qould, now nearing hit 94th Now it seems he has purchased the
birthday, is still erect, hale ana active.
George Kinsley farm, so called, in
The octogenarians of Hiram are Mr. Greenwood, so that the prospect now is
O.
Nathaniel W. Adams, Capt. Thomas
that he will become a citizen of this
Spring, Mr. Marshall W. Spring, Mr. town again in the near future.
GilMr.
Sewell
Mr. i'ike lias seen trouble in common
George W. Osgood,
patrick, Mrs. Kuth Gould, Mr. Lewis with most other people. His first wife
was the youngest daughter of Elon C.
Trafton, Mrs. Randall Libby.
and Lucy Whitman, aud died when their
North Buckfleld.
second child was an infant. Later he
Hazel Warren is home from Buckfleld married the Widow Swan, by whom he
fora two weeks' vacation.
has had more children and buried one
Mrs. Melissa Creasey is boarding at of them a year or two ago. During the
James Millett's for the winter.
last few years Mr. Pike has been engagTbe sinking school which is being ed in the pulp wood business, apparentthe
inunder
Hall
held at the Grange
ly with good success and given good
struction of Mr. Cook is well attended satisfaction to his patrons.
The record shows that nearly thirty
by the young members of the Grange.
Mrs. Mary Capen, who came from persons passed away last year, with
Boston Tuesday to visit her sister, Mrs. whom we had been more or less acΕ. I). Heald, is sick with grippe.
quainted—twenty-nine to be exact—and
Grange Circle met with the president, already two more have gone down the
Mrs. Emily Bicknell, Wednesday, Jan. 9. valley since the new year came in—John
Mrs. Will Bisbee of Hartford has been Hicks and Hattie P. Bailey. Such a
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brad- record is not a very pleasant one to
bury Damon.
keep, but tends to show how rapidly we
Β. K. Heald, who has been confined to are dropping off. Dëa. Win. Berry, one
the house the past month, is so as to be of the number on the list, was the secout some.
ond son of Zeri Berry, and belonged to a
family of five children, four sone and one
East Sumner.
daughter, and in his death the family
"Ned Thrush," a man who has labor- becomes extinct. One daughter sured in the place at different times for vives him, wife of W. W. Rose, but no
some years past, died last week at the
grandchildren.
residence of Amasa Carter in Hartford.
Our cousin, Mrs. Maxim, has a life
He had ;m annt living at Sabattus. He size portrait of her grandfather, Setb
a
bad
heart
with
had been troubled
Sturtevant, a photograph of which she
disease.
gave me recently, aud if the Democrat
The Grange had a public installation editor would like to get a picture from
of officers on Saturday.
it for that paper it will be sent gratis,
Barrows Post, G. A. R., and the Relief postage prepaid. The Bryant's Pond
Corps had their installation of officers at photographer, Mr. Arkett, says it is a
West Sumner on the 5th inst. Tbe good picture from which to get a half
ladies served a free dinner to a large num- tone portrait.
ber present, and the occasion was one of
Oxford.
intereHt. The Relief Corps numbers
about thirty members.
T. A. Roberts Poet, G. A. R. and W.
R. C. installed their officers at TemperBrownfield.
ance Hall Saturday as follows:
Com —John W. Chadbourne.
The annual meeting of the First
S. V.—Α.Τ Stone.
Congregational church was held in the J.
V—Chaa. Smith.
church on Thursday evening and the
Surg.—W. W. Andrews.
for
the
Chap —C. C. Chaplin.
followiug officers were chosen
31.—A. J. Uoluen.
coming year:
l> —C. T. Wardwell.
Clerk— I>ea. A.mon F. Johnson.
Ο G.—F. Β. Andrews.
Mt«* l*sbel3ttckney.
Trea»
Serut.-J. F. Fuller.
Awt Treae.—Des. Johnton.
S. II .-Geo. Knlght.
Church com.—Hon. L. R. Giles, Mr. C. D.
Q M. S.—Chas. Sanborn.
Fec» mien, Mr. Frank Foore, Mrs. C. D. FessenInstalling οΛοβγ—C. T. WarUwell.
clen and Mrs. Mary Spring.
The following officers of W. R. C. were
Mr. Hi ram Gatcbell, who has served so then installed:
faithfully as a member of the church
Pre·.—Augusta C. Jones.
committee, felt that his health would
». V.—Martha L. Holden.
not permit him to act another year, and
J. V.—Hattie Chadbourne.
Chap.—Ella Edwards.
a committee was appointed, consisting
Con —Mary i\axen.
of Dr. Tarr, Dea. Johnson and Mrs.
A. C —Man-la Cook.
John Sands, to draw up resolutions exG.—Ma Davis.
A. G.— \bble Lovejoy.
and
of
the
the
sympathy
regret
pressing
Sec —Agnes Mulhollami.
meeting.
Color Itearer»—Slbbte Hanscom, Mary Frost,
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr. Annie Klden, Hattie Farnham.
Jamee J. G. Tarr, minister. Jan. 20, The treasurer-elect, Georgia Cash, was
Sunday morning worship at 10:45, with ill and unable to be present. Installing
sermon by the pastor, "Parental Stumofficer, Bertha M. Phillips. After the
bling-Blocks." Sunday School at 12 m. installation the Post and Corps with inin
will
be
a
mass
there
At 7:00
meeting
vited guests partook of refreshments,
the church of mil of the churches and cake, doughnuts,
coffee, etc. Capt.
of
"Rediscuss
the
to
citizens,
question
Bucknam and wife of Mechanic Falls
submission.'* Rev. A. S. Bisbee, who were among the guests.
has a large reputation as a temperance
Walter Jackson has sold his bouse and
speaker, will deliver the address. AU lot to John Robinson and has moved inA col- to the rent in Mrs. M. H. Dawes' house.
are cordially invited to attend.
lection will be taken.
Rachel Wing, wife of Willis Wing,

juror

8k?red

Js communiîî*

gjjP··

pointed

^^Mrs^ydia

CAM;rieRÎvehr

Prog^me.

8.

—

Gilbert TUtoa.
The Democrat records this week the
death of a man who was for a number of
years one of the most faithful and efficient of our corps of correspondents—
Gilbert Tilton, who gave up his work as
the Democrat's correspondent at BuckHeld only a few months since, when failing health compelled it. He also served
In a like capacity for other papers, chronicling the news of his town with regularity and setting it out in aa attractive
■tjle. All in any way connected with
Eut Brownfield.
the Democrat, even if in no other way
Mrs. Fannie Burnell, who bad a sudthan as reader·, learned not only to value
bia services aa correspondent, but to ap- den attack of appendicitis and was taken
to the Maine General Hospital last week,
preciate his moral worth as a man.
was very comfortable when last heard
The city of Portland haa appropriated from.
$000 for an appropriate celebratiou of
The W. C. T. U. held its regular
the centenniai of Longfellow's birth meeting at Mrs. Jnlia Bean's last Friday
which will occur Feb. 27. The Maine afternoon. Plans are being perfected
Historical society will dedicate it* new for a temperance mass meeting to be
library building on that day, and the held in the Congregational church Sun•chools of Portland and many other day evening, Jan. SO. Rev. A. S. Bisbee
cities for that matter, will have special of Portland will probably address the
exercise·. Bowdoin College will cele- meeting.
brate the centennial in connection with
Many have been busy during the past
next Jane'· Commeaoement.
week harvesting toe.

died Thursday, Jan. 3d, shortly after
was brought home from the hos-

she

Lewiston. Her age was 27
pital
years. She leaves five small children,
the youngest only a few month· old.
Everett and Ethel Cook have gone to
Florida.
At the convention of Willing Workers
held in Advent chapel the following
ministers were present: Rev. Messrs»
Ericsson of Dover; E. A. Walters,
Rochester, Ν. H.; J. P. Clothey, Auburn; M. M. Adams, Westbrook; H. E.
Shattuok, Dover, N. H.; W. N. Tenney,
Swampscott, Mass.; Mrs. Jessie Jordan,
Mechanic Falls; W. Merton Snow, Oxat

ford.

BackfUld.
BcUmI.
Mr. Qilb«rt Tilton, after many month·
Wednesdav evening, Jan. 2d, the fololosed
lowing officer· were installed in tbe of feebleness and falling health,
into reat
Eastern Star by Past Worthy Patron J. hi· earthly career and entered
He
C. Billings, and Worthy Matron Fannie early Wednesday morning, Jan. 8.
«ras born in Llvermore, Nov. 16, 1828,
Billing·:
and was the last survivor of a family of
Worthy Matron—Jane Π. Gibson.
Worthy Patron—D. G. Lorejoy.
Aeao. Matron—Minnie Froet.

Treat.—Eugenia Hastings.

8ec—Sophia Bartlett.
Conductor—Annie Yoang.
Warden—Emily J. Phllbrook.
Sentinel—Β. H. Young.
Adah—Susie Edward».
Ruth—Ethel Richardson.
Esther—Annie TryeMartha—Angle Wight.
Electa—Gypey Barker.
Sunday evening the three churohe·
held a union service at the Univerealist
church which wa· well attended. Special
music was furnished by a select choir
from each of the churches. Meetings
were held Tuesday and Thnnday evenings and were well attended.
Mrs. Emily J. Phiibrook has sold her
residence on Main Street to Mr. M. L.
Thurston who will take possession the
first of April.
Mies Jeanotte Brett and Miss Mabel
Gleason are in Portland attending Mrs.
Moody's school, and are taking a course
in stenography and typewriting.
Saturday evening, Jan. 5, the following officers were installed at Odd Fellows' Hall:
N. G.-I. H. Wight.
V. G.—Clarence K. Fox.

Treas —3. I. French.
Sec.—Cheater Wheeler.
F. 8.—Davla G. Lorejoy.
Warden—Alonco Chapman.

Con.—Rufue Skllllngs.
I G.—Charles Abbott, Jr.
O. G.—Ralph Chapman.
R. S.
L. S.
K. S.
L. S.

N.G.—Albert Frost.
N. G—Jarvls Billings.
V. G.—Edwin Barker.
V. G.—George Bennett.

Miss Jane Gibson sang a solo and
Mrs. Schoonover and Mrs. Edwards sang
a duet which were much appreciated.
Refreshments of sandwiches, cake and
coffee were served and the occasion was
enjoyed by all present.
Mr. Eli Stearns bas sent away a largo
quantity of apples.
The Relief Corps and Brown Post
united in an installation
Wednesday
evening. Mrs. Sara Putnam was inwas
served at
officer.
stalling
Supper
six o'clock and it proved a most enjoyable occasion.
The Bethel basket ball team returned
from Oxford as victors.
Monday evening the annual installation of Sunset Rcbekah Lodge was held
The1 installing
in Odd Fellows' Hall.
officers were D. D. Pres. Mattie D. Tuell
of West Paris assisted by Grand Marshal
Mrs. Mildred F. Davie also of West
Paris, who performed the work in a very
pleasing manner. The officers installed
were:

N. G.—Fannie Blsbee Lovejoy.
V. G.—Ella H. Lyon.
Si'c.—Anna French.
F. S.—Delia 8mlth.
Trea·.—8nsan G. Edwards.
Warden—Maud Davie.
Conductor—Minnie Capen.
R. S. N, G.— Alice J. Farwell.
L. S. Ν. « —Sarah F. Billings.
R. S. V. G.—Mattie Gibson.
L. S. V. G.—Jane Gibson.
0. G.—Dit vis G. Lovejoy.
1. G.—Lettle Thayer.
P. N. G.—Carrie M. Arno.

After the

installation

a

fonr children. Two brothers preceded
wbo
him in life1·
lived to be 91 year· old, and Ward, dving
leaves a
widow,
at 77 years. He
Cynthia Mwhom be married In 1858,
and two sons—Ardon Forest and Gilbert Wight. In bis early life Mr. Tilton
engaged in teaching. He possessed a
good literary taste, and was an extensive
reader. For several years he was the
Buckfield correspondent of the Oxford
Democrat, the Norway Advertiser and
the Lewiston Sun. He was a good citizen and a life long advocate of temperHe was a man of strict integrity,
anoe.
and stood for the best forms in politics
a
and civic righteousness. He had
quick, alert mind, and was outspoken
in his rebuke of many forms of evil.
The week of prayer has been observed
by union meetings dnring the week.
The attendance was good, and the interest encouraging. Rev. W. D. Athearn
of the Baptist church conducted the
meeting Tuesday and Thursday evenings
and Rev. A. W. Pottle of the Methodist

journey—Salathiel,

church

Wednesday

and Friday evenings.

Mr. C. C. Witbington and wife left
home Monday for a week away in Boston, where Mrs. Witbington will visit
friends, while Mr. Witbington will go
on to
New Tork on business. Their
daughter, Miss Clara Withington, is
boarding meanwhile at Mrs. Maxim's.
The new Atwood & Atwood Co. block
factory is now in full running order and
the usual force of men are at work.
With better accommodations and with
more room a larger business will be
done to keep up with their pressing
orders for goods.
*
The Nezinecot Lodge of Odd Fellows
one week ago installed their officers for
the present term, the District Deputy
from Mechanic Falls being present, and
conducting the ceremony of installation.
Miss Mildred Shaw returned to her
school at Auburndale Tuesday, where
she is pursuing her studies. Miss Amy
Shaw has also returned to Boston, where
for several years she has been teacher.
Mr. Albert Sliaw has in his parlor a
very fine specimen of his own handiwork
in the form of a stand or parlor table
consisting of mosaic work, including a
large number of kinds of wood and
pieces of pearl. It is of very pretty design and include* in its structure speciThe legs
mens of rare kinds of wood.
of the stand are tipped with deer feet.
fine
He also has in his possession
specimens of deer heads mounted, aleo a
rifle raclc of the same design. He also
exhibits some men's working mittens
made by himself of tanned deer skin,
also a coin purse mAde of a cub bear's
foot.
Hebron.

day meeting of Hebron Grange
Wednesday of this week. The followAn all

ing officers were installed:
Master—Llewellyn Kecne.

Overseer— Fret Marshall.
Lecturer— Mre'Abble Marshall.
Steward—W a ter Conant.
A. 8 —C. H. George
rhaplaln— David Cummlngi.
Treuearer— W. Scott llcarce.
S c.—Mrs Saille Cummlnjta.
Gate Keeper—Charles Marshall.
('ores—Mrs. Addle Keene.
Pomona—Mrs. Bertha George.
Flora—Mrs. Uulclna Hlbbs.
L. Α.—Mrs. A. P. Given.

short and

pleasing programme was given by the
daughters of Rebekah, after which ice

and cake were served.
The Congregational Society will give
a
men's banquet Thursday, Jan. 24.
This event has become an annual affair,
but this year the menu and program will
be somewhat changed and a pleasant
event is promised.
Miss Helen Bisbee has returned to
is
Parsonsfield Seminary where she
teaching elocution.
(<ould Academy has opened the winter terra with additional students.

cream

A part uf the degree team
Orange, Poland, installed

S. V. C —D. A. Rowe.
J. V. C.—D. R. Coles.
Q. M.—G. H. Barrows.
burg—A. B. Wheeler.
O. G.—S. C. Heald.
O. D.—E. G. Doble.
Pat. Inot —Sharon Robinson.
B. Heald.
8. Si.—J. A. Barrows.
Q S.—S. F. Stetson.

The officers of Silver Rebekah Lodge,
No. 19, were installed Thursday evening
by District Deputy President Llattie
□odsdon, of Brownfield, and in a joint
installation Denmark Lodge, No. 50,
Adj.—L.
I. 0. 0. F., was installed by D. D. 6.
M., L. L. Cook, of Cornish, after which
in the
Also the samo day the officers of Wm. an oyster supper was served
hall to about 100.
A. Barrows Relief Corps, No. 79, were bai.quet
Mr. Ellis Blake, while fishing the
installed by Past President Roeetta H.
other evening, caught a nice 4 lb.
Ryerson. The names of the officers of
pickerel through the ice.
the Relief Corps are as follows:
The ice houses in this vicinity are
Près —Efflc L. Ronoey.
being filled with nice ice about IS
8. V.—Elsie G. Barrows.
J. V.—Ella A. Ronney.
inches thick.
Chap.—Theresa F. Brown.
During the gale of Wednesday the
Sect.—Aroblne Abbott.
of Mr. Fred Sanborn's mill at Pumproof
Treas —Roeetta H. Byereon.
Adds J. Coles.
Cod
kin Valley was blown away.
tïuard—Vesta P. Bowkor.
Λ Bit. Con.—Helen M. Chandler.
Maine New* Notes.
—

Ford,

Α β De dinner was served to the members
of the Post and Corpe, their families and
invited guests and a pleasant social hour

at
a

Frank Warden, 25 years old, a farmer
Kittery, Me., was killed on the 6th by
train on the Kittery division of the

Boston and Maine railroad.

Baker,

the ten-year-old son of
Baker of Orono, was drowned
was enjoyed.
by falling through a hole in the
Thursday, Jan. 3, the members of the Tuesday
ice on the Penobscot River. His body
S. B. Reading Club met with Mrs. Amanwas not recovered.
da Bisbee.
The officers were elected
for the coming year. Their names are as
Lobsters are reported at the market
follows:
price of 21 cents per pound, and the
Pre».—Mrs. Roeetta H. Byereon.
fishermen about Lubec are making fair
V. P.—Mrs. Theresa F. Brown.
catches. In a lot shipped recently one
Sec.—Mrs. M. P. IIraid.
lobster amounted in price to $1.30.
Treae.—Mrs. Clara G. Clark.
Mrs. Eleanor Small and daughter, Mrs.
Helen Robertson, have returned from
their visit to relatives in Boston and
Farmington. Their many friends are
t;lad to welcome them back, as they have
been very much missed.
Dr. Marston and F. J. Brown have
filled their ice houses. The ice is of excellent quality. Ο. H. Barrowe and M.
C. Barrows are also getting in their ice.
G. H. Barrows recently dropped a
Ht itch in his back, and has been very
lame in congruence.
Henry Young is very low, and is stead-

John
John F.

Mrs. John H. Marks of Penobscot is
dead as the result of a burning accident
at her home. While heating harness oil,
the fluid caught fire and ignited her
clothing. She was 50 years of age.
The population of Coplin Plantation
in Franklin County is not large, but is
fast increasing. Twin daughters were
born last week to a family residing there,
this being the second pair within two
years.

Isaac Romeo, an employe of the Portwas arrested
land Co. in Portland,
ily failing.
Wednesday on the charge of manslaughter in causing the death of Patrick
Wilson's Mills.
J. Griffin, a fellow-workman, by a blow
There is a great demand among the with a bar of iron.
men
for
in
the
woods.
logging
help
An Italian kiln tender named Ralph
Miss H. W. Fickett spent the holidays
with S. S. Bennott. She is now visiting Confont was found Thursday night shot
through the heart at Rockland. A felher sister, Mrs B. J. Olson.
has
D. C. Bennett went to Bethel, Dec. low countryman, Arcadi Gasparis,
30th. Fie was accompanied by his been arrested charged with his murder,
his statement seems to point to a
daughters, the Misses Cecil and Pearl and
He
Bennett, who will enter Oould Academy third Italian, named Teti Onofrio.
has been arrested in Boston.
for the winter term.
Alden Farnliam's team ie hauling hay
from his place to Hancock's camp at
Parmaclieenee.
E. S. Bennett bought a yoke of oxen
of C. I. Wilson.

Byron.
A. 0. Ilodsdon injured his
31st while driving team for Ε.
on Mr. TTart's place.

foot Dec.
O. Knapp

Miss Rosetta Shaw is very eick. Mrs.
Elliott of Rumford is visiting her.
Sarah Taylor is at work for J. E.

Shaw.

at Weld Monday doing
Taylor
dentistry.
Clarence Younff of West Minot lain
town for a few days on business.
The officers of North Star Orange
Dr.

was

were installed in a very able manner Jan.
3d by State
Deputy Kate B. Ellis.
After the installation about seventy-five
Patrons and friends partook of a baked

bean supper.

North Stoneham.
Ethel Adams is staying with Herbert
Adams' wife at the cottage.
Elden McAllister stayed at R. M. MoKeen's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Harriman and two
children, Ouy and Edna, of North Lovell,
visited at H. B. McKeen'e Sunday.
Dennis Adams is hauling pine for Gus
Andrews of Stow from the Stiles place
to H. B. McKeen'e mill.
H. B. McKeen and family, Wm. Gammon and Lyman Hilton and wife visited
at F. A. Keniston's in Lovell Tuesday,
Jan. 1st.

Mason.
Bert Brown and orew pressed hay for
A. J. Hutchinson and Ervin Hutchinson
the past week.
Mrs. S. O. Grover has been on the siok
list, but is on the gain.
John Gaul and wife are both on the

sick list.
John Weetleigh is laid up with a cold
and sore throat.
Mrs. Taylor, of the far Northwest, is
visiting ber daughter, Mrs. B. C. Uhl-,
man.

officer.

[range

The financial affaira of thia
in a prosperous condition,

are

Mrs. Eva Grant, aged about 25, committed suicide at Mechauic Falls Wed-

nesday morning by shooting herself
through the heart. It is supposed the

deed was due to domestic troubles.
Mrs. Grant was married about five years
ago, but she and her husband have not
lived happily and had been separated
for some time.
On account of the excellent coasting
which prevailed during the past week,
two Calais boys, Ralph Cookson and
Charles Ward, took their sleds Friday
morning and started for Eastport, a
distance of 30 miles. Starting from the
city at 7:30 ▲. m., they covered the distance in eight hours. The boys found
the coasting excellent from Calais to
Red Beach, the first nine miles of their
journey, the remaining 21 miles was not
as good and they had to carry their sleds
and do part of their tonr by the leather
train. Arriving at Eastport they passed
the night there and the following morning started on their return journey and
made the trip in eight and a half hours,
just 30 minutes more than it took them
to go down.
THE RIGHT NAME.
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular overseer of the poor, at Fort Madison, la.,
says: "Dr. K'ng's New Life Pills are
rightly name·!; they act more agreeably,
do more good and make one feel better
than any other laxative." Guaranteed
to cure biliousness and constipation.
25o. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'sdrugstore.

Sleighs!
BLUE 8TORK8.
Sleighs!
In Our Stores There Must Be
Sleighs!
Something You Need.
variety
Large stock,
Call In And See.
everybody'· pocket-

tnlnk that somewhere right around
1500 is on the credit side of the ledger,
[t wonld not be far from the truth to
Were
lay that this is a woman's grange.
It not for them the grange would be a
and a
thing of the past. Tbey alone hold it all tastes and
their
Should
back from the ash-heap.
interest flag the time will have come for book.
in epitaph—"Died of inanition."
Nice sleighing and
There has been talk of building a hall,
but we think that plan has been aban- time to buy.
doned, and we think wisely so. ▲ rentwe

ed house is better than a mortgaged
home. The next meeting will be an
evening meeting, wl en oysters will play

important part.
There was a bright light in Odd Pelwe passed by on Saturday evening—'nstailation of officers we
Wf uevor beard of anything
were told.
ghostly bad issuing forth from the shadA good order, we
ows of that mystery.
tn

now

to

suit

is

the

offering

tage prepaid.
lo,

give

sample

indigestion
digestive
by

11 p *°

ι*
*18 Hi" do "·

Fur Coat next
You will now. Then buy.

appreciate

a

sum-

OXFORD. S«:
Court of County Commissioners, December »e»slon, A. D. 1906, held at Parla, within and for
tbe «aid County of Oxford, on the laat Tueaday
conto
the
$15 to $20 will fix you.
suspect. We know nothing
of December, A. D. 1906, being the 95th day of If it is a Cheap One
said month.
trary. Should the grange live op to its
will fix you.
$20 to
If it is a Good One
be
principles, ever and always, it would
Γ1ΛΗΕ County Commissioner* for the County
D.
no
doubt
A.
and
of
month
for
In
the
September,
a mighty power
good,
X of Oxford.
WE HAVE MORE THAN WE
by law, made actual Inspection
YOU NEED ONE.
it would be so with other orders whose 1906, aa provided
and open for
The of the County roads duly located
above
are
reproach.
principles
NEED. DON'T BUY UNTIL YOU SEE US.
travel lying In unincorporated townships and
trouble with the world is and always tracta of land hereinafter mentioned fn said
conhas been that it is too weak to live up County, for tbe purpose of ascertaining the
dition of said roads and estimating tbe amount
to what it knows to be correct prin- needed to put the same In repair ao aa to be aafe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearciples.
When the current password is given ing on said inspection that aald roads were not
In good repair and not aafe and convenient for
have
inside
and the outside and
gates
should
purposea of public travel and that a tax
:.wung shut, it sometimes happens that be assessed on aald lands for tbe repair of said
26th day
the elements that make for trouble are roads therein ; they do therefore on theorder
that
of December, A. D. 1906, adjudge and
not left on the sidewalk. We have the following sums be assessed and tbe same are
heard of such instances. Usually it is hereby assessed upon the following lands In unthe trivial thing that stirs up strife. incorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
"Little foxes spoil the grapes." Little the
through them during tbe year
trypetas damage the pippins. Sometimes a trifling blunder will bring disAndover West Surplus, for tbe purpose of
aster to a campaign that was organized
County road leadrepairing that part of tbe
Andover Corner to Upton which Ilea
from
ing
for victory.
In said Surplus the sum of aeventy-aeven dollar·
whose
a
of
We once heard
good and fifty cents la assessed as follow· :
grange
name was badly smoked by firing up
To dance or not to
over the question:
ν
i
are
of stock has advanced
the
r
dance?" As at present advised, and
*
s
m
with the light we have, we would say
are the best that can be sold
m
as good as ever.
ο
S
*
They
J
>
that the broken bond of brotherhood is
α
Ά
H
C
for $3 00, and there are many kinds sold to-day for
a more serious thing than threading the Henry W. Dunn, part of home28
100
135
1
$
$
the
on
whirl
stead,
mazes or taking a
merryas the
In1 23
100
ltd
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
50 that are not ps
go-round. However, we are open to The International Paper Co.,
will
and
the
of
event
sist
the
be
get
would
you
00
but
it
Evangeline
0200
7500
75
upon having
balance of township,
conviction,
our life to meet the man that could confull value for your money. We carry them in all
♦77 50
vince U8.
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surand all kinds of stock.
John.
pluj Is appointed Agent to superintend tbe expenditure of the same according to law and Is
Thru Joy He Past to Wo.
required to give bond as tbe law directs.
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
A communication from the Simplified
repairing so much of the County way leadSpelling Board was recently received ing from Andover Corner to Upton as Ilea within
House
thru the mails at this office, and was said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surdropt on the desk of the literary editor. plus,
and
eleven
dollars
hundred
of
four
sum
the
I
Imprest with the honor thus done him, and flfty-eight cents Is assessed as follows :
he clapt his hands and blusht. But tho
i
as
with
first
he
seemed
at
joy,
possest
Sa
Ζ
ώ
fa
hefixthis attention on the Three Hun0
^
<■>
λ
α
a
dred Words, his expression of happy
a
»
and
>
one
of
fixt
Η
to
Ο
Χ
Ο
wo;
surprise changed
with a countenance which lookt at once Chas. Chase, R. L. Morton
500 $1200 $27 60
homestead,
distrest and deprest, he gript his hat,
6 90
300
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
6 90
20u
SOU
clapt it on his head, crusht it down on H. A. Lovejov, homestead,
his brow, and stept down the etalrs, ex- Chaa. Chase, standing timber

mer.

$65

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Norway.

(a Stores,)

South Paris,

Evangeline $3.00

roads^paselng

still selling the Evangeline Boots and Shoes for $3.

We

ON

i

*

i

are

they

price

Although

I

Evangeline.

good

$3

styles

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

ON

Company,

Block, Norway, Maine,

Opera

Τ

ξ

1

Îleasure,

Λ

λ II live

ΛίπΓππ

r οοα.

The native food of the .Malunda country, in southern Africa, comprise· maIt (9 a plant pari.xe and that aloue.
ticularly ad-ipted to wet, marshy soil,
s. ys tile author of "In Remotest Bai*jt."eland." It takes two years to arrive
at maturity and while growing requires very little attention. The root
when full grown Is about the size and
l as very much the api>earance of a
(.'cnnan sausage, although at times It
One shrub has
prow·) much larger.
several roots, and the extraction of two
or three In no way Impairs the growth
of the remainder. When newly dug It

tastes like a chestnut, and the digestion
of the proverbial ostrich can alone a··
simil.ite it raw, but when soaked In
water for a few days until partly decomposed. dried on the roofs of the
huts and stamped It forms a delightfully white soft meal, far whiter and
purer than the best flour. Then It Is
be:iteu into a thick paste and eaten
with a little flavoring composed of
a locust or a caterpillar, which the natives seek in decayed trees. Another
way of eat lug this native luxury Is by
baking the roots after soaking them
and eating It as you would a bauana.
ilfoPBe

Kllot'a Savonarola.

Savonarola Is one of the most striking characters In George Eliot's great
historical novel "Romola," the scene of
which Is In Florence and the period
that of Savonarola's career. The Idea
of writing the book occurred to the
novelist while on a'visit to Florence,
and on a second visit to the city, in
lSdl. she began to carry out her project. The subject and design were foreign to the author's genius, but she

110 pains In making a thorough
study of the locality, the people and
the literature of the Italian renaissance r.»r the purposes of her story.
In her own words, the work "plowed
into lier" more than nny of her books.

spired

She lteg.ui it. she says, as a young woman and Mulshed It as an old woman.
Her picture of Florence and Savonarola Is undeniably impressive, and
.,ome critics declare "Romola" to be
%:eor^» Flint's greatest novel and the
••haractcr <>f Savonarola one of the
iiuest delineations.—Pearson's.

Llitin.t η Kettle of Ilot Water.
Some tin:*.' when the teakettle is bubbling n:.d boiling on the kitchen range
lift it quickly, by its handle and set It
0:1 the open palm of your other hand.
This sounds like a very foolhardy thing
to do—as If your hand might be blistered in a twlnkliug—but you will find
that yon ran hold the teakettle which
has Just come from a roaring Ore for
fionie time without hurting you.
Try
it and then see If you can tell the reafon why you are not burned.
Be sure,
however, that the water Is boiling
strongly before you make the experiment.

Bankrupt's Petition for

Discharge.

1
In the matter of
In
CHARLES H. MORRISON,

Bankrupt.

()

4 00

Henry W. Dunn, old S. Lamed
4 60
200
100
homestead,
200
700
16 10
Henry W. Dunn, homestead.
4 00
200
Andrew Abbott, lots No.22A23, 160
2 76
96
120
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Rartlett an I
225
5 18
Henry Abbott, lota No. 31&32, 180
4 60
160
200
George E. Smith, Umber lot,
Ε I. Brown, John Small farm
8 62
300
375
and lut on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co, E.
500
11 50
Plummer lots 43. 44, 45 Λ 46, 400
International Paper Co.. lots
40, 41,42,47, 48, and Marston
800
1000 23 00
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9900 12375 284 62
public lots,

the DisDistrict

H. MORRISOV of Rumford. In the
Countv of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
1906, he was
on the ISth day of January,
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, That be may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debt· m an
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 5th day of Jan., A. D. 1907.
CHARLES H. MORRISON. Bankrupt.

Daily

1803

and

Weekly.

the
Over a century ago the Argus began telling Maine peuple happening of
then known world.
the last vessel from England " it
To-day instead of the heading reading "By
of the preceding hour or day.
gives you the world's new»
The Argus, during the century of its existence, has always so carefully con
ducted its news department that it is known far and wide as one of the most
reliable newspapers published.
In principles Democratic. If you want the opinion of a fearless aiurressive
in
Democratic editor on what is being done politically in our own State as well as
the Union, you should read the Argns.
The Argus will be represented at Augusta during the present session of the
a man who understands how to report in a concise, readable man
Ami U U hereby ordered that the tax UMiMd Legislature by
and their committer t»
a*aln«t Cha·. C'haee, Preaton Γ. Austin, F. A. ner all the doings of both branches of the Legislature,
of the capital.
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott.
getber with the social gossip, etc.,

Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henry Abbott, George E. Smith, and Κ. I. Brown,
together with (289.12 of the taxe· of the International Paper Company, amounting In all to
$36158, be expended upon the road leading
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Fuller of
Upton la appointed Agent to expend the tame,
and 1· required to give bond aa the law direct·.
And the balance of «aid tax assessed agalnet the
International Paper Company, amounting to
$50.00, be expended upon the Black Brook road,
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus la
appointed agent to expend the same, and la
required to give bond as the law direct·.
Township Letter "C" for the purpoae of
road, to called,
repairing the Black Brook
lying In said township, and alio the "Carry
Road", eo called, which lie· In «aid township,
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars and
C. A.

ON

seventy-five cents

Is assessed

aa

follow·

:

EASTERN ARGUS

TBRMS.
The regular price for the Daily
but we want
Argus is ββ.ΟΟ per year,
the people of the State to know how
things politically look from an Argus
the
standpoint, therefore will sendthree
Daily Argus for the next
months for 75 cents to all new sub-

PUBLISHING CO.,
99 EXCHANGE ST.,

scribers.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
in
Daily—One copy, one year, $1.50 adClubs of 5, $5.00 in
advance.

POHTLAND,

MAINE.

vance.

!

I
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?

*
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Η
Β
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Union Water Power Co, of
buildLewleton, dam, lot and
200 $7000 $108 SO
ings,
T. U.Coe, one-third, David Pingrec, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabody, twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 18500 19800 302 26
$410 75
It Is hereby ordored that tho tax assesrd
agalnet die Union Water Power Co ($108 JO) be
expended on the Black Brook Road In said township, and Burt Pun η of Andover North Surplus
1* appointed Agent to expend the same and Is
required to give bond.
The tax a sessed against Coe etals, ($302.25) to
be expended on the Carry Koad In said township, and Malcolm Mclnnls of Itoxburv Is appointed Agent, and Is required to give bond as
the law requires.

for tho purpose of repairing
County road leading from
Una In said Surplus, the
sum of fifty dollar· Is assessed as follows.
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
public lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Bangor, and two-third· by David Plngree, Ann
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
the sum of fifty dollar·; and Bennett Mor»e
of Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the
same and la required to give bond a· the law

Surplus,
much of the
ON
Andover to Upton
"C"

so

a«

direct·.

Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpoae
of repairing the only County road therein,
the sum of thirty-eight dollar· and eighty-seven
cents Is assessed as follows :

ON

I
<

Î3

®
0

1C
α

*

Ο
Leforest Connor, lot 3, R. 7, A
Ε. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,
Allison Brown, W. l-2of 4, R.7,
Α Ν. Ε. 1.4 of 5, R 7,
M. A. Α Ε. S. Stowell, S. E. 1-2
of 5. R.7, A3. W. 16 of 5, R.
7, A 1-2 of β, R. 7,
Est. A. S. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
5, and p\rts of lots 3, 4, 5 A 6,
R 5, 4 A 9, R. 6, and 4, R. 8.
ami Ν. E. 1-4 1, R. β, and lot 7
In R.7, and part of β In R. 7,
C. S. Edwards Est., Iota 8 A 9,
R. 5,
and Hastlogs
EU Peabody
Brothers, lot· 1,2 A 3. R. 8,
C. E. Valentine, Ν. W. M lot 5,

Ο

Ά

175

%
2

ί
>

M
■

Η

$ 600 $ 3 00

100

600

3 00

100

500

2 50

725

SVX)

17 50

175

400

2 00

180

500

2 50

200
50
50

175

87
1 («
25
25

50
50

25
25

100

50

150
400

75

2 00

100

50

50
50
50
200

25
25
25
1 00

And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
Qrant Is appointed Agent to auperlntend the
same and la required to give
bond as the law directe.

for the purpoae of repairing the road In said Plantation running up
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
the turn of one hundred and four dollars and
•eventy-nlne cents la assessed aa follow· :

Riley Plantation

a

S

O

S
5

Ρ
r
a

<
6
S5

I
Q

ύ
§
<

>

Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma1000 $2000
son loto β, 7, 8 A 9, R. 1,
Same owners, balance of town.
•hip draining Into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
5000
2520
Falla.N.H.,
100
100
True Ettee. 12 lot 9. R. 13,
DemerlU A Hall, for Ingmlla
400
6C0
homestead,
1000
Eat. of Alonso F1 field, homee'd, 800
200
180
J A Twaddell,
1000
Stlllman N. Llttlehale. homea'd, 500
75
Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot 2, R. 8, 50
60
100
O. F. Llttlehale, homeatead,
200
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, B. 15, 200
200
900
Seth Walker, lot 8. R. 9,
flatting* Brother·, lot 9, B. 15,
900
375
and 1-2 lot 9, R. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
townahlp except public Iota, 18945 18945

sample
they

a

H

$ 7 00

Price $2.30.
J.

F. PLUMMER,
Telephone

106-3.

TAKING STOCK
Look for bargains in short
lengths in all departments.

Our store will be closed all day
FRIDAY, JAN. 4th, 1907.
ready

us

to

complete

open

our

our

to serve you much better.

Please do not ask to be admitted
doors to any

Jan'y 5th

on

inventory quickly
that date for

we

and

cannot

one

we

will be pleased to

see you

all.

Sincerely

|

FuroUher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

be

35

210
3 50
It)
S 50
26
70
70
70

WHUKi», Ok*.

comfort shapes.

This will enable

17 50

{

"WrSttT.

FITZEZY SHOES
A few minutes wear will
have troublesome feet.
more comfortable they are than the ordihow
much
prove
and
nary footwear. They are made in both fashionable

$34 87

ε

Are made of the best heavy weight kid, capable of retaining
its shape yet flexible enough to adapt itself to the lines of
With
the foot just as an unlined glove does to the hand.
no linings or seams to chafe, wearers of

never

13
R. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, Iota 2 A 3, R. 6, 200
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R. 7,
D. A.Farwell.N. W.l-41, R.6, 25
Frsnk Farwell Est., 8. W. 1-4 1,
25
R. 6,
AdaL. Farwell, 8. B. 1-41, R. 6, 25
Juhn W. Bennett, Ν. W. 1-4 4,
6
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lota,
100
Henry Stiles, homeatead,
Mr·. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
R. 4,
Mr·. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
R. 4.
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
100
Roscoe F. Croaa, lot 6, R. β,

ON

Fitzezy Shoes
For Women

Bankruptcy. expenditure of the

To the Hon. Clarknce Halb, Judge of
trict Court of the United Statea for the
of Maine :

CHARLES

200

same,

on

"If they think to rope me in, they
have mist their guess. Now will I go,
and thru silvan solitudes, with the gentle gazel, will I pursue the fantom of
till I have preat it to my
reast. Long have I wisht to join the
company of the great, but never will I
do it thru the medium of the Three Hundred Words, never. To this will I hold
stedfast, till I have dropt before the alldevouring sithe of Time, and past down
into the lake of sulfur"—
And tho he was still raving when he
dasht out of sight, it is not known
whether he has yet stopt.

I

I

Company,

M. M. Mason and W. C. Bennett of
remedy
Gilead were in town the 10th.
diseases,
permanent
John Bonloul was in town with his
digestion,
oart
the
10th.
peddler
take advantage of this libéral offer,

O'coitNOW}*a

You will not

STATE OF HAIOTE.

)

that Suit NOW
that

Buy

Buy

South Paris, Maine.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
District op Maikc, sr.
A. D. 1907, on readOn this 12th day of Jan
UNUSUAL GENEROSITY.
the foregoing petition, H I·—
of a letter ing
The Democrat is in
Ordered by the Court, Tbata hearing be had
from a well known firm in Buffalo. N. upon the same on the let day of feu., A. I).
I η said Disto any of our readers 1907, before said Court at Portland,and
to
Y.,
that noat 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
of trict,
who write them, a liberal
tice thereof be published In the Oxford DemoMi-ona stomach tablet·! and a boooklet crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
66 80
that all known creditors, and other persons In
on the treatment and cure of
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
$104 79
and all diseases of the
organs. and show cause. If any they have, why the
This sample will be sent
mail, post· prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
And It la further ordered by the Court, That la
All you have to do is to
appointed Agent to superintend the expendithe Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- ture of aald tax and la required to give bond m
Buffato
Booth's
Mi-ona
write
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad- the law directe.
Ν. Y., and ask them to send you the dressed to them at their places of residence as
And It la hereby ordered that aald assessment
of Mi-ona stomach tablets staled.
be published aa the law require·.
free
Witness the Ho*. Clarxhck Hals. Judge
that
offer to the readers of the of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Port) County Comr*·
is said to be a land, In said District, on the 13th day of Jan.,
Democrat. This
of the
EDWABD P. FA UNCI.
A. D. 1907.
DEAN A. BALLARD,
cure for all stomaoh
) County of Oxford.
JAMES K. HEWET, Clerk.
s.l
[L.
should !
and any one with weak
*™

receipt

A great many say, "I have only one life to live and I am going to be comfortable." It's our business to make you
comfortable in so far as Clothing will do it.

rilLLETT,

H. P.

lows' Hall as

claiming:

of Excelsior
the officers.
A bountiful dinner was eervod and an
extra good time reported.
The W. R. C. met Friday, but too late
to report this week.
Mise Alice Bearce is at the city hospital, Lawrence, Mass., instead of BosWest Sumner.
ton. All wish her success.
On Saturday, Jan. 5, 1007, the officers
The sleighing and coasting are the beet
of Wm. A. Barrows Post, No. 65, were
possible, but it looks like more snow in
installed by Past Com. L. B. Heald. The ths
nftttr fnhirs.
names of the officers are as follows:
Com.—F. J. Brown.
Denmark.

Λ i-st. Guard—Ella E. Doble.
Color Bearers—Cora A. Tlbbeta, Lettle
Lillian Crockett, Hattle Abbott.
Musician—Lllla Maxim.
Pat. Inst.—Helen M. Robertson.
Press Cor.—Eleanor G. Small.

John'· Letter.
We visited Backfield Orange Saturday, «
I
I ibe 5th, for the first time for month·—a
rery pleasant oooaaion. The principal |
1 inline·· vu the Installation of officers—
Pur
ι buiineaa very well performed.
blaster Henry Paraone waa the installing

Yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
NORWAY, MAINE.

jte erf or d

Democrat

SOCTH_PABIS.

OffloeHour·: 7Λ> A.M. to730 P.M.
Commencing Sept. SO, 1906,

SOOTH ΡΑΒΙ·

e*st)-5::» A.
dalll; ; 9 44 A. «,
except sun,lay ; <35 P.M.. dally.
*·. J*»y; s.-ae p.*.,
.,0m* up (we·*)—wma.
S :4T Γ. m.. dally.
,ldly ««pi Sunday ;
«ioln* 'town

dily

CHCBCHSS-

r1rHt

Congregational Church,

Rev. A. K. Bald

Preaching service. 10:45 a.
Pastor.
School liM.; Vesper· 4 40 P. M. ; Y. P.
Tun'lav
κ 61» r. m. ; Church prayer meeting Wed
i
»i*iav evening at 7 30 o'clock. AU. not other-

^rsaa'AS
ssy-sss1'»
f
Kpworth League Meeting
v

evening prayer meeting
Tuesday evening;

fn"
e5St
M

«·.

β 15 P. *.:
; prayer meet-

meeting, Friday

Church. Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
Y. P. S. C. B-, 8:15 p.
Sabbath School 13
i.raver meeting 7 Λ0 p. M.. Wednesday evenprayer service 7». Seats free. AU are

ι>.,.υΓ.

Ζ
,oi

7 Λ0 p.
claee

on

Church, Rev. J.
Wi;ulver-allet
service

H.

Little. Pastor

every Sunday at 10:45 a. «.
Prat-hlng
Evening eervlce. 7
Sun lay School at 13 M.
r.

Waterman* of Mala·.
Thlg is the title of a volume prepared
The legislature assembled for its secby Charles B. Waterman of Mechanic
ond week last Wednesday, although the
and Issued by the Ledger Pubeertnon at the Uni ver- elections committee of the senate met oi Palls,
of whioh he is one of the
"The S"« Tuesday afternoon to continue consider lishing Co.,
proprietors. It contains a complete
Churches οί
ation of the contested eleotion case begenealogy of the family in Maine, toMissionary So- fore it. This is a case in which George gether with such of the genealogy of
m0®*0'· '«reign
W.
Heselton
of
Gardiner,
Republican,
the Watermaoa of Massachusetts, Rhode
*»■*·
contested the seat of John B. Reardon ol Island and
Connecticut, as is necessary
Oakland, Democrat, as senator from to trace the desoent of the Maine WaterKennebec County. The vote in Kenne- mans from the first members of the
bec County was very close, and Mr.
family who came to America. The book
(Treenwood, from Friday to Sunday.
Heselton claimed his election on a re- is
very fully indexed, and evidently
was
an
ol
count.
There
quite
array
Η·
Clifford visited
complete.
i
on both sides, and the hearing
counsel
The Oxford County families are given
Mou,toa ,n Oxford
Îî8*·
7S.e«H
last Tu«»day
and
called on other friend·. promised to be ions drawn out, but the as follows:
case waa terminated on Thursday by the
Ichabod Waterman, son of Josiah, was
committee voting to seat Mr. Heselton, born at
*·· wl"
Plympton, Mass., Nov. 3, 1723,
their count giving him 6,086 votes against and married Hannah
Rogers, daughter
6,071 for Mr. Reardon. The latter grace- of Benjamin and Phoebe (Harndon)
fully acquiesced in the decision, and on Rogers. Tbey settled first in Kingston,
Friday morning introduced the order Mass., where their ohildren were born,
declaring his own seat vacant.
Ρ.Γ
and then became some of the first setSuperintendent W. W. Stetson, against tlers of the town of Bnokfield, (then call"'■· H*rold τ· 0<·'*ε>· °°
whom certain charges have been made in ed
Buoktown) Maine. After living there
some of the papers in connection with a few
years, fear of the Indians drove
A. W Walker Λ Son at last have a his expense account, has asked the
them back to Kingston. Children:
prospect of getting some ice. Tbev governor for an investigation of his deLvdia, born Nov. 5th, 1758, married
plowed their ice field Saturday, and partment. The request was sent to the Elijah Faunce and died
at Kingston in
m°rniDK be?an "««Ping and legislature by the governor, and was re- 1849.
ferred to the committee on education
Benjamin, born Aug. 8,1760, married
W. W. Walker and family of Wood- Governor Cobb states that if the com- Lucy Bradford and aied at Kingston in
from 1845.
fords are with the family of Mrs Walk mittee exonerates Mr. Stetson
blame, be shall reappoint him when his
Zenas, born Dec. 29, 1702, married
term expiree next month.
Eunice Dean of Scarboro, Maine, and
30me "««I»· "
of
Oxford
of
Mr.
motion
On
Hastings
died in Nova Scotia.
*nd qiHte
it was ordered in the senate Wednesday
James, born March 21, 1765, married
The Methodist church was filled Sun- that the committee on the judiciary be
Keziah Smith of Turner, Maine, July 25,
day evening to listen to the earnest ser- directed to inquire into the propriety of 1792, and died in Buckfield in 1861.
mon of Rev. A. K. Baldwin.
His text amending or repealing that paragraph of
Ichabod, born Aug. 12, 1767, married
"The Maeter ie come, the game laws which makes Sunday a Parthena Carter and died at
Kingston in
and calleth for thee."
close time, and report by bill or other- 1859.
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Not·· from the Legislature.
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south pari» post orric*.
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STATKD MKKTUfQS.
Reemlar
ν Λ Α. M .—Parle Lodge. No. 94.
nMtlrnr Tue» lay evening on or before fullinoon.
O. F.-Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetings Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
ûret and thirl Monday evening»
of each month.
D. of B· Mount Pleasant Rcbekah Lodge, So.
SO meets second and fourth Fridays of each
month In Old Fellows'Hall.
\ κ —W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
Irst and third Saturday evenings of each
month. In G. A. B. Hall.
Win. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets ûrst
and thirl Saturday evenings of each month, in
Relief Corps llall.
1> 0f H.—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
m.e'ts lir-t an«l third Saturday; durine the
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In

Γα

Kncimptnent.
—

ΰ£Ώ£ϊ£

oL·,

sSS^^&ssz
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wise.
By vote of the school committee all
The flood really began Thursday. Althe common schools have twenty-eight
though previous to that time a few bills
et ks th's year.
They regret that the and
resolves had been presented, it was
•chool funds do not allow longer terms
that brought the first rush of
especially for the higher grades. The Thursday
new measures and old measures, some of
schools
in
Ilill
South
Paris
and
Paris
and fourth Mondays of
them almoetstartliug in their originality.
will close this week.
e.i a month.
Election reform seemed to be the
ν
Κ O. P.-Stoty Brook Lo«lge, No. 1S1,
The Seneca Club was entertained prominent feature in the day's measures.
m.'· t« second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of vach month.
I Saturday evening by Mrs. Stanley and A bill introduced in the house by Weeks
K.ofP.—llamlln Lodge, No. 31, meets every
Miss Stearns at Mrs. Stanley's. A good of Fairfield provides for nomination of
h r ay evening at Pythian Hall.
literary programme was given and candidates for office by direct primaries.
Private skating rink Friday evening.
elegant refreshments were served. Owinu The bill is quite elaborate in its provito illness and other causes the attend-1 sions,
covering over twenty typewritten
!
Mise May Bemau of Yarmouth has
ance was rather small.
p:iges.
been the guest of friends lu town for a
Gleason of Mexico also introduced a
A triangular exchange of ministers wan
few days.
bill for nominations by direct primaries,
made
Re*
j.
W.
of
Chesbro
Sunday
Mrs. Louise J. Briggs is visiting
had the additional feature of prothe Baptist church preaching at the which
a
different colored ballot
friends in Portland, and will make a
Methodist church. Rev. A. K. Baldwin of viding that
used for the nominations of
stay of some length.
the Congregational church at the Baptist, shall be
each political party.
ι it*rk of Court» Whitman has been de- and Rev. H A. Clifford of the Methodist
Ij. F. McKinney of Bridgton, the old
and church at the CoDgregatiooi),
taineu at home by indisposition,
j Democratic
war horse, introduced three
w.is unable to come to hie office at all last
Advertised letters in South Paris post bills relating to elections. One provides
week.
I for a longer door for the voting booths
office Jan. 14, 1907:
than is now required. Another provides
It will be of interest to many to learn
W. C. Goodwin.
Eujcent· H. Judklne, M. D.
for substantially what ie known as the
that Kev. H. H. Iloyt will soon conduct
Mr. KraDk White.
series of meetings at Dixtield and
Massachusetts ballot, where the candia
Ktn<.
Ϊ?.Γ·
dates are arranged' in alphabetical order,
Kuiuford Falls.
Ella Dane.
N.F.Abbott.
the voter must mark each one, inI and
\ call is out for the annual meeting of
S. F. Davis, l'oetmaeter.
stead of being in party columns as in the
the I'aris Public Library Association at |
The third was
It does not signify that business is present Maine ballot.
the library room Saturday evening, Jan.
tailing off, for it is going the other way, what is commonly known as a "corrupt
lit, at 7:o0. All are invited.
but it is merely a happening, that a mail practices" act, requiring candidates to
Mrs. Albert D. Park entertained the pouch arrived at the South Paris post tile a statement of their election exBarton Heading Club of Norway, of office Monday morning with not a single penses, and forbidding them to promise
which she is a member, at her home piece of mail in it. Post master Davis offices in consideration of political suphere last Thursday afternoon.
fays that in his nmre than eight years in port, etc.
the office, it is the first time that ever
Senator Sewall of Sagadahoc caused a
of
the
of
officers
list
the
In
Congrega- occurred.
mild sensation Thursday by introducing
tional Suntlay School, given last week,
an order that the mileage to which the
The Chautauqua Club met laxt Friday
the name of the secrerary was omitted.
members of the legislature are entitled
afternoon with Mrs. Harold T. Briggs.
Charles Muzzy holds that office.
should be paid to the railroads of the
I here were only four members present,
in consideration of transportation
Bowker entertained a|
Mrs. C. W.
A I state,
Mrs. Donald Chapman being away
furnished the members. This
number of lady friends at a thimble tea was
Mrs. Briggs, consisting already
by
given
to overcome
party Friday afternoon. Nice refresh- of salad, sandwiches, fancv crackers and means of course an attempt
so far as as possible the effect of the
ments were served and a very jolly afterI
A good time was enjoyed by all.
cocoa.
members having already accepted passes
noun was spent.
The club will meet next week with Mrs.
from the railroads. Senator Sewall was
home
of
tin Pleasant Street, at the
| Albert Stevens.
urgent to have the senate give his order
Jan.
10th,
Mr. Hiram Pulsifer. Thursday.
services will be held in the an immediate passage, but it was finally
Special
his
Slst
of
in
honor
a dinner was given
Congregational church every evening referred to a committee. When the
birthday, which wae greatly enjoyed by this week
except Saturday, at 7:30. Rev order reached the house, however, that
Mr. Pulsifer is in
him and' his friends.
William Roes of Portland will conduct body jumped on it with both feet and
good health and a most active and cheer- most of the services, though the pastors promptly killed it by indefinite postful man.
A ponement.
of the other churches will assist.
The
The woman suffrage resolve made its
In the store window of the F. H. chorus choir will be organized.
Noyes Co. is a display of the prize rib- other churches in South Paris and Nor- appearance on Thursday.
Mr. Emerson of Stow presented an act
bons won by S. M. King with his famous way have been invited, and a cordial inRailroad
Mr. giving the Fryeburg Horse
herd of Kingleside Jerseys. Nearly six- vitation is extended to every one.
extend Its line to any
ty of them—blues, reds, and whites— Ross is said to be a very earnest and ef- Company right to
fective gospel worker.
were won at the fairs last fall, in Maine.
points or places in the towns of S ow
and Lovell. The act further provides
New Hampshire and Vermont.
They
The "Home Guards" met last Monday
that after July 23, 1907, the company
make a great showing,
evening at the home of Murray Bigelow. shall have all the rights and powers as
At its annual meeting last Monday Two new members were admitted. The to the
present location in the town of
anil
following officers were elected for the
evening, the Citizens Telegraph
Fryeburg tnat oeiong to lae street railMarch
olst:
the
elected
Co.
following
ending
quarter
Telephone
roads under the general law. The comPresident—Sumner Davie.
officers:
pany is authorized to change its name
1st Vice President— Murray Bigelow.
Pwl'leDt—«I. ¥. Plummer.
Street
to Fryeburg, Stow and Lovell
i l Vice-President— Lloyd Davis.
Vlce-Pre-ddent— Κrank A. ShurtlelT
Merrill.
3d
VIce-Presl«lent—Harold
Kailwav Co.
Clerk an I Treasurer—Charles XV. Bowker.
4th Vice-President— I'hll Bolster.
Director»—William O. Krothlniiham, A. L
liesolves appropriating eume for pubSecretary—Lester Henry.
Κ. Steirne. T.
lic and semi-public institutions already
*>υ'"··?» Β· V Cummin**. Henry
I Treasurer—Henry Howe.
Κ. Thlbodeau, William F. Caldwell.
Chaplain—Herbert Woodworth.
established, and for some new ones, have
George A. Briggs is laid up a» the re- It has been decided that there will be no made their appearance promptly and in
sult of an accidental cut. While split- meeting of the Uome Guards this even- numbers. The most important one reting wood Wednesday afternoon, he pnt ing but all members are enjoined to at- lating to a new institution is that prethe axe into the top of hie left foot, mak- tend the union meetings at the Congre- sented by Senator Staples, appropriating
ing a bad gash. The wound bled pro- gational church.
160,000 for a state home for the feeble
minded. The most startling, however,
fusely, but was not dangerous. Seven
G.
A.
William K. Kimball Post,
R., is a resolve in favor of the University of
stitches were required to close it. Mr.
entertainthe
G.
A.
K.
of
the
Indies
and
introduced Thursday by Davies
Briggs is doing well, but will not be
vistors on Satur- Maine,
able to get around with his moat cart for ed a good number of
This adds two-fifths of a
! af Yarmouth.
Rust
when
invitation
Harry
by
day,
a while.
mill to the state tax permanently for the
Post and Corps of Norway and T. A. J
of the university. At the present
1 he annual meeting of the Congrega- Roberts Post aud Corps of Oxford were benefit
of the state this would amount
tional parish was held last Monday after- present. In spite of the storm the I valuation
to an annual sum of $150,000, and it
noon and the following officers" were visiting organizations were well reprewould increase with the growth of the
chosen:
sented, and at noon over a hundred sat state.
Moderator— Alton C. Wheeler.
tables
loaded
in
Grand
down to the well
Resolves already introduced regarding
Clerk—N. Dayton l!oUt-r.
Army Hall. The dinner was a regular institutions for the insane make a total
Treasurer—Walter I*. Maxim
and
\lGrand
P.
dinner,
Maxim
everybody ; >f appropriations amounting to over
Prudential Committee Walter
Army
t>n L.Wheeler.Char es H. Howard.
knows that is one of the best that can be
two coming years, inCommittee on Ministerial Supply—Λ lire I Η set out. In the afternoon there was a $400,000 for the
new buildings at the Augusta
Jackson, S. Dayton Holster.
:luding
remarks
included
:
which
H
Alfred
by »nd Bangor hospitals, and buildings for
M uslc Committee—James 3. Wright,
programme
the four South Paris pastors and some
Jackson, Walter H. Swett.
the criminal insane on the arsenal
and
a
of
the
comrades,
number,
visiting
The Fan-Tan Club was entertained at
at Augusta.
A. E. Morse, j grounds
of
readings
by
entertaining
the club room Wednesday evening by
was a most enjoy·'
it
Taken
to a Mind Diseased?
altogether
Minbter
G
Canst
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs, Miss Catherine
able day for all concerned.
One of the most expressive and at the
Briggs, and Misses Carrie and Gertrude
Hall. A bountiful supper was served at
At the meeting of Mount Pleasant same time
pathetic things that the
the Democrat has seen in print for some
tf..ÎO, with a basis of baked beans, spiced Rebekah Lodge Friday evening,
with all those high flavored side dishes officers for the coming year were install- I ime is the following lines which were
dear to the feminine palate, aud supple- ed by Mrs. C. M. Howard, District Dep- ' published in the Kennebec Journal,
mented by delicious pastry and desserts uty, with the assistance of Mrs. J. S. rhey were written by an inmate of the
The hours following Wright as Grand Marshal, and other; itate asylum for the insane, once of
m great profusion.
but
supper were spent in general social con
grand officers. The installation was fol- well-balanced and cultivated mind,
verse.
lowed bv the work of the degree, when , now hopelessly afflicted with mental
one of literary diecernmont
were admitted to
mem-; lisease. No
Mrs. ArdeliaL. Woodbury died Thurs- five candidates
installed
are as îeeds to be told that they are real pietofficers
The
bership.
W.
Chute
day morning at the home of J.
y, or to have their significance pointed
in this village, where she has lived f r follows:
jut.
N. ti.—Mrs. Krank E. Kimball.
the
widow
the past few years. She was
V. U —Mrs. W. B. Strickland.
riie day 1» grey, and o'er the earth Its pall of
<>f Mrs. Chute's brother. Lincoln WoodRec Sec.—Mies Hsttle Leach.
8Dow ;
h iry, formerly of Sweden iu this county,
Krank
S.
Mrs.
Clark.
Kin. S«-c
rhe northern winter air le chill anil cold;
Treas.—Mrs. Albert Dean.
And lo. the Hospital grey, grim ami old,
and later a resident of Massachusetts.
0. (».—C. Α. M are ton.
IIMing Ite countlees sorrows, untolu woe,—
Mrs. Woodbury had been afflicted fora
1. <; —Miss Jessica Curtis.
A h ine, life seem* a blunder and a shame I
number of years with a form of creeping I War.—Miss Ava Leach.
Jîowly I limp within, ray confidence all gone,
Abble Record.
Con.—Miss
on I crawl, and still my spirits fall;
she
And
which
through
gradually
paralysis
W. L. Bonney.
!>ne
backward look, then o'er me falls the veil;
Cbap.—Mrs.
A brief service
lost the use of her limbs
R. S. N. U.~Mrs. J. S. Wright.
llehlnd, life's dearest lights; sweet hope all
was held at the house Friday afternoon,
L. S. S. ti.—Mrs. Louise J. Brlggs.
flowD ;
R. S. V. U.—Miss Alice Blsbee.
attended by Kev. A. K. Baldwin. On
Before, the gloom.—lnaane, juat God, Insane!
S. V. G.-Mlss Belle Tufts.
L.
And why? Alaa. I spoke and thought and did
Saturday the remains were taken to
and moved
Brighton. Mass.. where Mrs. Woodbury
The Tower Concert.
Hut as my fathers did, now dead since years;
was
•laii relatives and where the funeral
heaven this eeenc their tears
F. E. Tower's annual concert will be Ah, well I know in to
God'· law approved,Interment was at Lexington beCompels; 1 bow me
this year on the evening of Thurs- Thelr
given
God.
Oh
fault?
why visit it on me.
Mrs.
side her husband and child.
Jan. 17, at Norway Opera House, And I have done with fields, the river and the
day,
Woodbury wast» years of age.
breeze,
and will be of the same high grade as
bright face of day seems grim through
The I'aiversalist parish held its an- his previous ones. The programme is And the
bar·;
nual meeting Tuesday evening, preceded as follows:
Cold falls the prisoned sunlight, and heaven s
start
*
wk'°h *11 members of Piano solo, Polonaise Op.40, No. 1, .Karl Tower.
drear night but shine to break my
JuPI»r>
he church and parish and their families Keadlng, The Dub,
Percy Burrell. Through the
peace·
solo,
Haymaking,
Soprano
were invited.
the daya and waya we loved I
The meeting was a very
Mrs. Annie Hamilton Johnson. Oh, the dead past,
··«···*·*
harmonious one, and the reports showed Vloltn solo. Romance,
Bruce RevnoUls.
».
Cain.
and
Honor
Arms, .Llewellyn
the parish to be in excellent financial Bass solo,
Black night o'erhead, and In my mind a deeper
Mr. Burrell.
Our Wedding Day
gloom;
....
condition. A hearty vote of thanks for Reading,
Tenor solo. Song Cycle, Morning and Night.
Soul gloom through which not e'en one light ray
his efficient services was given the retirΓ. KlUott Tower.
and
hits
with
deviltries
who
dreams,
D.
ing treasurer, Albert
Park,
Mr. Reynolds.
hag-rid
Violin solo.
Maxur
And waking. Uve to learn anew my doom,—
served in that capacity since the organiDuet, The Fisherman. .Messrs. Tower and Cain. Giver of life I for Ibis was I decreed ?
zation of the parish. The officers electMrs. Johnson.
Soprano solo, A M tdrlgal,
Better the bludgeoning of chance, the world a
ed are :
Reading, A Man without a Country,
rude blown.
Mr. Burrell. Than my mind's torment, and Its nauseous
Mo,lerator-Harold T. Thayer.
The Mariners,
Trio,
train,—
....
Lterk-W llliani P. Morton
Mrs. Johnson, Messrs. Tower and Cain.
Spectral and furtive, lean, crawling and obTreasurer—Λ. L Helme·.
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18 1813.

ArvillaS., born April 14, 1812, married Naphtali Mason, and died Oct. 16,
1869.

Guy Bates Waterman was the son of
Prince, born in Leeds, Maine, April 10,
1795, and died at Durham, Maine, Feb.
28, 1875. He had two wives, marrying
first, Sept. 3, 1820, Esther Brown, daughter of Samuel Brown, of Hebron (who

<ollector-S. K. Tucker.

Mis·

Grace

Tb»>«r·

The water power on tne Little Andro*e0RK'n in this village, which was rentier purcb .ed by parties interested in
-ae Norway and Paris Street Railway, is
to be developed at once,
part of the mater ai for the
purpose having been already purchased According to present
p^ans, another company will be formed
to develop the power and sell the electrical power to the Street railway company,
woo will use it as an auxiliary to their
present plant. They will probably use
)t for their night work, after 6 p. M„ as
it is thought there will be
power enough
t<> carry all they have on during those
ours.
A bill to incorporate the Maine
rower Company in the town of Parie
wae introduced in the senate Wednesday
by Senator Mills of Hancock. The incorporators are Royal H. Bodwell. Percy
'"♦*· H· Morrill, Gay C. Gannett
and H. B. Young.
The act authorizes
COI»pany to make and sell electricity
«> any
company and authorize· it to conand maintain a dam with right of
owage, in Little Androscoggin River at
Ρ"'01 where the dam now exists at
β•
»uth Paris and known as the True
privilege, and to eecure, by purchase,
° **r water power privileges and
°n »»id river and to construct

struct

,-,ι.08

•10

dame

tnereon;

company

i
the ^«»g
«ιν·η on ,.A
23d Inst

on

capital

not to exceed

the bill will be

Obituary.

a

29, 1829, and incorporated as Oxford,)
July 24, 1834, aged 40 years, 4 months
and 12 days. April 27, 1839 he married
Lydia Carver Tucker of Oxford, and by
her had one son. In the war of 1812, be
served in the defense of Portland, being |
Aaron Soule's com- !
a private in Capt.
1
pany of Turner, in Col. Cyrus Clark's
Third Regiment. Children:
Ruth, born in Turner. Sept. 21, 1821,
died at Oxford, March 26, 1835.
Lucinda B., born in Turner, Jan. 19,
1823 apd died in Mechanic Falls, May 28,

1885.
Samuel Brown, born April 1, 1825.
Elizabeth Β born in Turner, Sept. 19,
1828, and died at Oxford, May 7,1865.
Esther Α., born in Turner, April 16,
1831, was married to Freeman Oreenough
in April, 1852, and died in Portland,
Nov. 3, 1905.
Charlee N., born in Oxford in 1844,
and died in Litchfield. Sent. 5. 1905.

Uni versa list Church, Ββν. β. G. Davis,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 103C
▲. M. Sabbath School, 13:00; T. P.C. U. meet
lng.7Λ0 P.M.
Methodist Church. Bev. C. A. Brooks, Pastor.
Preachingservice, 10 JO A. M.; Sabbath School,
18M M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
rrlaay evening.
evening, β.Ό0 P.M.
Baptist Church, Bev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching servtoe.lO Λ0 A.M.; Sabbith School,
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 AO.
_

STATKD MKETINQS.
F. A A. M. Begular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi
before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,

No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening,
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. a 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
on or

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Begular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Had, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge,
No. OS, meets on first and thud Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Begular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evènlng. υ. B., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post, No. 64, meets In
New G. A. B. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. B.C.—Meets In New G. Α. Β. Hall, Mon-

day eveulng.
Ν. E. O.

transported with horses. Be early en- i
gaged in this business, hauling freight !

between West Minot, Buckfleld and
Portland. With the building of the
railroads, this business was ruined and
he became a powder agent, supplying
the contractors, who were building the
railroads, with powder. This had to be
delivered over poor roads and ofttimes
in α wilderness with horses. He had
many narrow escapes from disaster,
once having to carry 000 kegs of. this ex-

for the farmers this week. The ice is
about twelve inches thick.
Mrs. Moses P. Stiles returned from
King's Hospital, Portland, the first of
the week. She is much improved in
health.
Mrs. Harriette Mann, wife of Augustus
Mann, died at her home on Main Street
Sunday. Some two years ago Mr. and
Mrs. Augustus Mann moved from Gardiner to Norway and have since lived with
their son, Frank A. Mann, foreman of
the stock room at the shoe shop for
Mrs. Mann has suffered with
some time.
diabetes for a long time. Funeral was
held on Tuesday, attended by Rev. S. G.
Davis of the Universalist church, and
thr remains were taken to Gardiner for
burial.
Harry H. Hooker, who died at his
Gardiner home, was very well known by
people of Norway. Mr. Hooker was for
foreman of the stitching
a long time
room at B. F. Spinney & Co.'s factory in
this place, where he made a great number of friends.
Brown-tailed moths' nests have been |
taken from fruit trees in this village,
thus showing clearly that they are with
us and must be cared for or great damage will surely result from their work.
Charles A. Wentworth was before the
municipal court Tuesday and aftor a
hearing was found guilty and sentenced
for larceny to a term of thirty days in
Paris jail.
The Browning reading club, on Monday evening met with Mrs. A. J. Stearns.
Next meeting will be with Mrs. James
Danforth on Main Street.
Mrs. Jabez Budden has taken board
with Mrs. Aaron Page. Mrs. Budden is
Buffering from the effects of a sprained
ankle.
Mr. Wilson Walker and wife of Harrison were with their Norway friends this
week.
Rev. Charles R. Tenney and wife of
Auburn were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Danforth this week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Hathaway entertained the Ο. K. club Wednesday evening. This was the club's first evening
LUIS

Samuel Brown Waterman, son of Guy
B., was born in Turner, April 1, 1820,
and married Sarah Abbie Millett, daughter of Kdmund Chase and Sally (Greenleaf) Millett of Minot, April 28, 1853.
She was born July 29, 1834, and died ;
Nov. 9, 1903. During the years of his ι
young manhood, there were no railroads ;
and passengers and freight had to be ;

j
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Garland of Paris, Jan. 1, 1882. He was
educated in the public schools of Oxford and at Hebron Academy; learned
the printing and publishing business in
the office of the Oxford Democrat, has
been connected in a reportorial way
with the Norway Advertiser, Lowell
Morning Times, Boston Herald, Portland
Express, Lewiston Journal and Auburn
Gazette; and a contributor to the

representative

set.

Treae.—Nellie F. Shepard.
War.—Bertha Ε vira.
Con.—Thlrza Wood.
R. 8.—Einora Keene.
L. 8.—Emma Culllnan.
0. G.—Lena Bennett.
1. G .—Etta Gammon.
Chap.—Margaret A. Llbby.
B. S. V. G.—Lena French.
L. S. V. G.—Hattie Sawyer.
Trueteea— Simeon Harrlinan, Leona
iml Emma Culllnan.

people

The

and occupation.
After waiting twenty minutes without
being admitted, and the individual feels
pretty mad, he can take a sneak down
stairs four steps at a leap till he reaches
the street, and then go directly home,
their

name

consoling himself bj cussing the clob.
Vet.

WISE COUNSEL FROM THE SOUTH.
"I want to give some valuable advice
to those who suffer with lame back and
kidney trouble," says J. R. Blankenship,
of Beck, Tenn. "I have proved to an

I

absolute oertainty that Electric Bitters
will positively cure this distressing condition. The first bottle gave me great
relief and after taking a few more bottles, I was completely cured; so completely that it becomes a pleasure to

Webber, a asughtefr.
In Hiram, Dec. 25, to the wife of Arthur Cot
a daughter.
In Dlxfleld Center, Dec. 27, to the wife ο
George Carlton, a son.
In Norway, Jan. 3, to the wife of Virgil Raw
a son.

In Andover. Jan. β, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford
Leo Ralph Marston of Andover and Mlsi
Emellne Louise Harding of Paris.
In Kezar Falls, Jan. 1, by Rev. H. A. Peare
Mr. Perley Cross of Kezar Falls and Miss Gert
rude Sullivan of Winnipeg, Ca.
Mr.

Died.
In Rum ford Falls, Jan. 4, Edward Soule, aged
about 22 years.
In South Parle, Jan. 10, Mrs. Adella L. Woodbury. aged 63 years.
In Oxford, Jan. 3, Rachel, wife of Willis Wing,
aged 27 years.
In Norway, Jan. 6, Mrs. Harriette, wife of
Augustus Mann, aged 53 years.
In Gardiner, Jan. 3. Harry H. Hooker, formerly of Norway, aged 4β years.
In Roxbury, Mass.. Dec. 31, John B. Cobb, formerly of Buckflr'd, see 154 years.
In Bethel, Jan., Eugene B. Heald, aged 52
years
In Bum ford Falls, Jan. 5, Mrs. Betsy Eaton,
aped 90 years.
In Bumford Point, Dec. 31, Miss Luna E. Abbott.
NOTICE.

LEGISLATIVE

Legal A ffalrs will give

s

room

Notice.
ell

Having

shop

leased the Leslie E. New-

at Paris

to do

Hill,

I

prepared

am

Blacksmithing, Jobbing,
and 5aw Filing
in

a

workmanlike

manner.

E. Churchill,
PARIS HILL.

Dr. T. J.

JUDKINS,

Graduate of Ο. V. C.

Veterinary Surgeon,

Medicine and Dentistry.

I*rompt attention riven to calls, an<l reaionprices. Curtis Ilill telephone.
South Paris, Maine.
R. F. D. I.

able

Oxford

County

50o.

Bankrupt's

Order of ITotle· Thereon.

District of Mains, es.
On this 5th day of Jan.. A. D. 1907, on reading
the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hail
upon the same on the 25th day of Jan., Α. I).
l'JOT, before said Court at Portland, In said Die.
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, ami other persons In
Interest, may appear at the raid time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
I.
prayer of said petitioner should not be grante
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred.
Itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr places of residence as

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 5th day of Jan
A. D. 1907.

Company,

$'240 57

assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1U06.
Losses unpaid
Gross cash

$676 57

Borrowed money,
Due officer*,
All other liabilities

Blanket*, large

$1.50,

2.00,

—

0
0

day

it the Methodist church. Each pastor
bad charge of the meetings at his own

church.

All meetings

were

well attend-

Prealdent— Frank W. Faunoe.
Sec. and Treae.—L. J. Brook·.
Gen. Com.—Lee M. Smith, Clarence Downing
and Will L. Llbby.
Maitc Com.—ilarry Kimball, Carrie Tucker,
Fred Smith.
Refreshment Com.—Lizzie
Sampaon, Mae
Downing, G. R- Harrlman, Abner Mann, Randall Porter.

Badges—Mra. C. F. Rldlon.
Manager—Carl Boynton.
W. A. Wentworth was before the

Com.

Floor

on

Municipal Court Tueeday charged
intoxication.

Wentworth

with
from
and fines

was

Paris. He was found guilty
and costs paid, amounting to $14.58.
Bragadier General Charles E. Davis
of Augusta inspected Co. D, 1st Regiment Infantry, N. G. S. M., Thursday
evening. There were forty members
present and the inspection was very satis-

factory.
A

large

number of cans

Boston

have been

will install the officers-elect of Oxford
Caatle, K. G. E., at the regular meeting.
Mrs. George Cbeney, her son Roy F.
and daughter Bertha S., have moved to
Freeport. Mrs. Cheney and family have
lived in Norway for many years.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Benner of
Waldoboro are the guests of Mr. and
Mra. V. W. Hills. Mr·. Benner and
Mr. Benner
Mra. Hills are sisters.
visited Norway about sixteen years ago
and notes great changes and improvements in the town since then.

HOW TO CURE CHILBLAINS.

"To enjoy freedom from chilblains,"
writes John Kemp, East Otisfleld, Me.,
"I apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Have

also used It for salt rheum with excellent
results."
Guaranteed to cure fever
nlles, burns,
sores, indolent ulcers,
recommend this great remedy." Sold wounds, frost bites and skin diseases.
under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff A 26c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug
Co.1· drag store. Price 50c.
store.

A.

12 l-2c.
26c.

....

7c.

great assortment,

eHTRTLEKF

I!

4

Harvard

CO.

F.

A.

SOrBTLEFF

*

CO.
I

Cough Balsam.

In
"This time of year look out for Coughs and Colds."
other words, have a reliable remedy in the House to stop
Harvard Cough RaUam for
the trouble at the begin· ing

»

11
<i

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Bronchitis, and an irritated
Lungs is a remedy that can
be depended on. Satisfaction guaranteed or money recondition of the Throat and

ι »
( ι

funded.

11

25

cents

Bottle.

a

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

;

Il
1

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
3 Stores,
F.

A

snrBTLKVF

A.

N.

25,

j

! Maine.
Λ.

V,

CO.

SIH'HTLEFK

A

CO.

OF

size,

Dayton Bolster à Go.,
OS MARKET

2.50, 3.00, 3.50,

3QUARB1,

MAINS.

PARIS.

SOUTH

ALSO

—

W. 0.

Frothingham,

Λ1Ι

A START

fleece lined un75c. and $i

single or double breasted, $1.50

grades

derwear,

Camel's hair underwear
double breasted,
$1 and

or

a

Boys' fleece lined underwear,
all sizes,
25c. each

Hoys'

1

"You blow it to (ill It."

constant source of
and satisfaction
that will last through
many new years.

I

underwear,

Medlicott underAll wool, best grade

heavy

Extra
wear.

made,

Fountain Pen

Norway National Bank.

single

White lamb's wool

$1.50

Crocker

at

and weights in cotton and woo! for

boys.

Jersey rib underwear, all wool,
in gray and blue,
$1.50

Other

In tlie New Year

or

and

Heavy fleece lined underwear
for men,
50c. each

I

RIGHT

amounts

grades

men

South Paris.

by securing

UNDERWEAR.

ΓΙΕΝ'5

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

Call and ask about them.
on

for shirt waieU,

Robes and Horse Furnishings,

0

New York in any

pretty

10c.

12 l-2c.

and grey,

of our Crockery, China and
Glassware stock at 50 cts.
on the dollar.
Many useful articles at one-half the
regular price. Sale to continue two weeks.

4 00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.

of money by mail.

Exchange

pink

green,

ODDS and ENDS

line of
2

blue,

*·

Horses Warm.

Street
396 00
40 ro

F.

It
( t

Keep Your

a.oo,

pink,

Norway, Maine.

meeting of his creditors will be held at the ofllce
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the 23d dfty of Jan., A. D. 1307, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other buMnces as may properly come liefore said meeting.
South Parle, Jan. 7, 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Banknintrv.

good

grey,
..

SALE

GRANVILLE ABBOTT,
J In Bankruptcy.
of Parle, Bankrupt. )
Granville
Abbott, In
To the creditor· of
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
5th dity of
that
on
the
Is
Notice
hereby given
Jan., A. D. 1907, the said Granville Abbott
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the flrst

a

stripe*, plaids, plain, blue,

tiiiMa»aa<qae«ciqQgq(30o<a3'»*»»3<a«ee<333<3qaaoaMMMiii»

)

I have

is the time to select

large.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of tbe United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of

than

THOMAS SMILEY,

φ

JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition ami order thereon.
Atinsi: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

[l. e.J

—

Parla, Main·.
ASSETS, DEC. 31,1000.
Cash In office and bank,...
Assessments unpaH
Another assets
Sooth

a

Now

last year.

different colors, very

APRON GINGHAM in

)
{in Bankruptcy,
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dta-

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under saM
bankruptcy Acte, except such debts as are excepted by law from aucn discharge.
bated this 37th day of December, A. D. Itwe.
EDGAR E. CHASE, Bankrupt.

cotton

SCOTCH PLAIDS in plain pink and blue,

Petition for Discharge.

ruptcy.

Although

same as

checks,

plaids in

ONE LOT of

give with

trie* Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
DO Α Β K. CHASE, of Bethel, in the Coun
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In «aid
District, respectfully represents that on the -4tli
day of Feb., last past, be was duly adjudged
to
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating all
Bankruptcy; that he haa duly surrendered
his property and rights of property, and has fully
compiled with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his bank-

the

ONE LOT iu all the beet combinations of

and

STATEMENT

OF THE

Insurance

box,

a

are

black and white

In the matter of
ED6AB E.CHASE,

Stable Blanket*,
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
P, ofH. Mutual Fire
2.50, 3.00, 3.50.

COXDENI1D
—

but

stated.

at the State House In
Augusta, Wednesday, January 23,1907, at2 p. u.
on an Act to Incorporate the Maine Water
Power Company.

G. Tubba, as
of

church; Thursday and. Friday evenings

prices

Best

Largest and
goods are higher

have arrived, the Prettiest,

had.

ever

while the assortment is

Ε

Married.

The Committee on
public hearing In Its

of medicine.

cure that F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
every bo*.

$2.50

heavy

extra

underwear,

fleece lined

50c.

One Price
Clothier,

A

pleasure

In no other way can catarrh be cured
naturally and quickly as by the use
Hyomei breathed through the neat

universal

tbe

Is

favorite

I am
line of bells is even larger than last season.
the shaft chimes for 50c 85c., 90c , $1, $1.60,
$1.75 and $2.50. The body bells are $1.50, $1.75 and
$2.50. The Swedish bells go on the horse's back and I

My

selling

|

because

pocket inhaler that

comes with every
outfit.
In this waj all the air that enters the

Alls the

sell them
sizes and

quickest,

keeps the cleanest,

nasal passages, the throat or the lungs,
is filled with Ilyomei'e healing medication, reaching the most remote air cells
of the respiratory organs, and soothing
and healing the irritated mucous membrane.
So strong is F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
faith in the power of Hyomei to cure
catarrhal troubles, that with every dollar outfit they sell, they give a guarantee
to refund the money unless it cures.
The complete Hyomei outfit coats but
$1.00, extra bottles, if needed, 50c.

writes the best.

Bells!!!

Bells!!

Bells!

The Crocker Pen

TIIIS DI8AOBKKABI.E DISEASE.

follows: Monday and Tuesday
at the Baptist church; Wednesevening at the Congregational

our

have

ONE LOT of endleas combinations of

makes positive and complete cures.
The best proof of its merits is the guarantee to refund the money if it does not

SENSIBLE AND SCIENTIFIC WAY TO CUBE

taken to the corn shop by J. I. Millett
this week for the H. F. Webb Co.
will
the
three
on
room,
please give
raps
D. G. C. Chas. E. Rideout of Auburn
door, hold np their right hand and announce

to the wife of Vivian R

ton,

son,

use

Mi-o-na costs

NATURE'S CATARRH CURE.

cemetery association, secretary of the ed.
board of trade, and director of the loan
The olerks at their meeting at the E.
and building association.
N. Swett shoe store Tuesday evening
born
Nov.
died
Abbie,
18, 1859, and
made choice of Thursday evening, Feb.
Dec. 4, 1859.
7th, as the date for their annual ball. It
Fred Samuel, born Sept. 13, 1804. was also voted to turn over to the NorLives on home farm. Married Geneva
way Public Library the net proceeds of
Mayberry, daughter of Randall A. May- the year's entertainment. Officers were
berry of Oxford.
elected as follows:
South Ρλβιθ, Me., Jan. 12,1907.
The veterans' social olub of this village meet every day in the week except
Sundays, in their olub room connected
with G. A. R. Hall. The time is passed
In talking over the events of the civil
war, reading papers and magazines and
are very
playing whist. Some
inquisitive and anxious to see for themselves what is going on. We are pleased
to see them. But gentlemen who do not
belong to the club usually knock for admission, and not walk into the room in
an abrupt manner, whioh sometimes
puts us to some inconvenience and embarrassment, when there are chips on
the tables and we haven't time to remove them.
Hereafter all who do not belong to the
dab, and wish for admission to oar

Fogg, a son.
In Norway, Jan. 7,

Maud

legislature, were as
county senator and representative to svenings
In 1893 be moved from Paris

The Portal Is Not Guarded, But—

give up the

In Canton, Jan. 6, to the wife of Charles L
Hines, a daughter.
In Dlxflela, Jan. β, to the wife of Fred Cum
mlngs, a daughter.
In Norway, Jan. 4, to the wife of George F

sums

Rldeout,

before,

we

■

Born.

Ginghams

Our 1907

Assortment

J

est way to send small

N. Swett.

Sapt.—Irving Bean.
Sec.—Treae.—L. Fred Pike.
Librarian—Ned Burnell.
Asst. Librarians—Florence
A

the

congress.
to Mechanic Falls, where he became
part owner and editor of the Mechanic
Falls Ledger. He has served this town
on the school board, been trustee of the

You may ask why F. A. Sburtleff &
Co. are able to guarantee to refund th<
cure Feverisbness, Headache, Stomach Tronblei
Teething Disorders, and Dee troy Worm·. A money unlets Ml-o-na Stomach Tableti
all druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. Ad
cure when no other remedy for stomach
dreea, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
troubles is sold in this manner.
The reason for this is that ordinar]
▲ Certain Car· (tor Chilblains.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Erse,
dyspepsia tablets merely digest the food,
while Mi-o-na builds up ana strengtheni
powder. It cores Chilblains, Frostbite·. Damp
Sweating, Swollen feet. At all Drnggista an< I the digestive system so that it soon beShoe Stores. 2Sc. Sample Faxx. Address, Allei
gins to digest the food itself without
S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
pain or distress.
•end Tsar Cattle and Hor·· Hide·
If the stomach is only given a rest bj
to the CBOSBT FRISIAN FUB COMPANY
the muscles soon bea
Rochester. N. Y„ and have them converted lnti ; using digestive,
come weak, and it is necessary to concoats, robes, rags, gloves and mittens; bette
Neve tinue taking a digestive tablet after every
and cheaper goods than you can bay.
;
mind the distance, "Crosby pays the freight.'
meal. On the other hand, Mi-o-na used
See our new lllnatrated catalog, page 18. If In
before eating, strengthens the stomach
te rested send for It.
so that you will soon be well enough tc

Best, safest and cheap-

Supt.—Ε.

BEFTJNI

WILL

CO.

MON Κ Τ IP MI-O-NA FAILS TO COBB.

Money Orders.

Harry Packard, who recently sold his
Portland Transbusiness to the Advertiser, has
printing
cript, Boston Commonwealth, The iccepted a position with the Maine
Nationalist and the New England MagaMagazine. He will write up Waterford,
zine; has published a volume of short Bryant's Pond, West Paris and other
of
and
a
Mechanic
Falls.
stories
History
places for the magazine.
He hae been the candidate of his party
Union services held during the week
to

▲. 8HUBTI.EFF Λ

P.

NEW GINGHAMS.

Remedy.

Guaranteed Stomach

Bank

Springfield Republican,

for

Kanjr Children are Sickly.
Mother Οητ'ι Sweet Powder· for Chlldrei
used bv Mother Gray, a none In Children' >
Home, New York, "reak up Cold· in 24 hourt

0
been a most pleasant affair.
Lewis I. Gilbert has been confined to
0
Total liabilities
I
hie home with a severe cold this week.
Net cash assets
$«76 47
Dr. A. N. French was in Haverhill, Premium notes subject to assessment. $1 874 00
lar,
In
Amount
of
jrance
$3,111,80100
force,
He
was
the
week.
of
Mass., the last
Q. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretary.
called there by the sickness of hie daughter, Mrs. Lutie Tufts.
Rehearsals, under the direction of
Prof. F. J. McCarthy, of about forty of
Norway's young ladies, are being held at
the Opera House. It will be a minstrel
ihow about the last of January, and
will be all right.
We understand that Walter Waite of
Dixfield has leased the Lunt store next
to J. 0. Crooker's hardware store and
will open a sporting goods store.
The officers of the Congregational
Sunday School are ae follows:

plosive material through a burning Pike.
Ex-Com.—H. L. Home, Electra Brown, Mrs.
forest. He then engaged for a short
Aitna Keene.
time in lime quarrying at Rockland and
District Deputy, Clara M. Howard, of
then bought a farm at Oxford. This
South Paris, installed the following oftown he served as selectman in 1874 and
ficers of Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge Fri1875. Children:
Charles Elmer, born March 2, 1858, lay evening:
N. G.—Cora E. rerklne.
married Clara Elizabeth Garland, daughV.G.—Llnnle Bartlctt.
ter of John Langdon and Clara (Rawson)
Sec.—Eva M. Kimball.

scene—

And the .lew-vlsaged ghoul that comes and goes
hook-nosed captain of the rakehell band.
Dr. Albert W. Cummings died at his
»······»·
home, Sauk Center, Minnesota, Jan. 5tb,
Holy, and high, and Impartial
Mr. Cummings was a native of
1907.
Death, lover of life, rdtease ine.
Maine, being born at Poland, April 14lh,
his
a little peculiar that on the
moved
with
life
he
seems
It
1829. In early
father's family to Paris, Me., where he same day when a resolve was introduced
the
resided till be went to Minnesota in in the legislature which would give
1857. He is survived by a wife and one University of Maine an annual appropriamarried daughter, Mrs. Stella Bishop, tion of 1150,000 or more, the Augusta
"President
also two brothers and one sister, Isaac papers should chronicle that
Maine has
W. Cummings of Glenco, Minn., Mrs. Fellows of the University of
state
Francina M. Caldwell of Canaan, Conn., been in the oity and about the
interest
and Francis A. Cummings of Hartford, house the past few days in the
No
of a State Forestry Association."
Conn.
doubt he has been incidentally talking
Personal.
in favor of a forestry association, but
why say that that is the reason of his
and about the state
in the
Gerry L. Brooks, formerly of Upton, being when city
ninety-nine out of every
who was admitted to the bar at the house,
readers know better ?
October term of court in Oxford Coun- hundred
ty, has opened an office for the practice
CURED OF LUNG TROUBLE.
of law at 88 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
"It is now eleven years since I had a
consumption,
narrow
escape from
business
The National Hotel Reporter recently writes C. O. Floyd, a leading
"I had run
C.
S.
that
man of Kershaw,
contained a notice to the effect
pounds, and
Colonel P. E. Boothby and Mrs. Booth- down in weight to 135
board- coughing was constant, both by day and
by have for nearly 30 years been
Portland. I by night. Finally I began taking Dr.
ers at the Falmouth Hotel,
and continued
This is one of the comparatively few in- 1 King's New Discovery,
six months, when my
stances where people have stayed in one this for about
lung trouble were entirely
hostelry for a period covering more than cough and was
restored to my normal
and is the more I gone and I
a quarter of a century,
Thousands of
that
Colfact
170
the
of
pounds."
because
weight,
remarkable
Guaranhave
are healed every year.
daring
Mrs.
Boothby
persons
and
onel
the teed at F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.'s drug
Falmouth
the
occupied
at
tbeir stay
store. 50o. and 91.00. Trial bottle tree.
I same suite of rooms, 85 and 86.

Revolutionary

sbldier and one of
the first settlers of that town.) She had
five children and died in Oxford (tho
western part of Hebron was set off Feb.
was

..

LlUleflcl.i.
i2
Th.7'lTh~,?r
inayer, Charles Α.
ΐοιιηχ.

Tuesday evening.

The reguto monthly meeting of the
Norway Board of Trade waa held at
Engine House Hall Tuesday evening at
7:30 o'clock.
D. W. Goodwin commenced to cut ice

2,1896
Oriza, born Oct. 25, 1808, died Nov
25, 1841.
Marcella, born May 3,1810, died March

Drcad^eèp,'

$

CHURCHES.
Congregational Church, Bev. Β. β.
Pastor.
Hideout,
Preaching service Sunday,
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 18:00 M.; Y. P. S
C. E., Sunday Evening, β30 P. M.; Social Meet
Ing, 7 00 P.M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Second

September.

of Ichabod, was
James Waterman,
born March 24, 1765, and died at BuckHe married Keziah Smith,
field in 1861.
of Turner, July 25, 1792, and by her had
tbe following children born in Buckfield:
Jamex, boro July 23, 1793. died Feb. 6,
1800.
Sopronia, May 20, 1796, died in May,
1878.
Lewis, born Dec. 18, 1798, died May 5,
1868.
Julia Ann, born Aug. 5, 1800, died
March 5, 1863.
Nancy, bom March 14, 1803, died May
3, 1834.
Cynthia, born Jan. 18, 1805, died Jan.
son

Τ1Λ mild weather bu held op io« cot
all over Maine, just when it waa 01 ;
the point of beginning with a ruih.

ting

P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
NowG. A.B.Hall,on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
Hannah, born June 9, 1770, married
Silas Maxim and died at South Paris, No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
Maine, in 1849.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
Phoebe, born Dec. 30, 1771, married second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Caleb Swift and died at Paris, Maine, in month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
1847.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
Thomas Rogers, born March 10, 1776, each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Byermarried Polly Ellis and died at Sangerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
ville, Maine, in 1862.
May, first ami third Thursday evenings, May to

I

...

NORWAY.

and

save

at

$1 and $1.50.

prices

money.

from 15c. to

The

$1.

team

Buy

bells are eight
your bells of me

v

JAMES N. FAVOR, phraS5Es0sfstthoerI,uckeb
βΧ Main

?Jorwnr.

Malno.

SOLD H Y

Pierce,

John

SOUTII PARIS, ME.

The Lauter Playerpiano

Stick to the Handle.

You get more facte about easy running right
at the crank of a aeparator than by listening to
talk. If a separator turns easily, the crank tells
you so aa soon as you touch it. I am selling the

lightest running

cream

separator made—and

it's the best every way you look at it.

It's

THE SHARPLES TUBULAR.
The Tubular is the cleanest skimming, most
durable, easiest to wash separator made. The
waist low can saves your back—the enclosed
gears can't

pinch your fingers—the self-oiling

device saves time, uses the oil over and over
and prevents dripping on machine or floor.

The Tabular skimmed 2 1-2 to 9 times cleaner than any other in a

National Clean

Skimming Contest

butter
The Tubular is a money maker and labor saver—it increases the
milk about onemoney 25 to 100 per cent, and lessens the work of handling
wash.
to
half. Bring your wife around to see IL She'll say it is the easiest
Let me give you a catalog with a lot of good things in it.
,,

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.
Manager Oxford County Creamery.

As
played
with

aid of music

fllLLINERY.

You

can secure

Great

Call and

see our

MRS.

39c. Ostrich

E.

A.

treadles by any non*
player

Bargains in MilliWe wish to close

nery at Mrs. E. A. Howe's.
out all of our winter stock at the lowest

possible.

roll and

Tips,

or

3 for

HOWE,

South Paria, Maine.
I

price

TWO PIANOS IN ONE—ANYBODY CAN PLAY IT
NOTE : We can take your present plane In exchange, and will arrange monthly
payments for the difference If desired. Illustrated catalog wIN be mailed to any
address on request

W. J. WHEELER

Large Stock of Pianos and Organs Always
Billings' Block

on

$1.00.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tli KM Ym Km Alms Bought

gtear*t^
°<

Hand.

Easy Terms
South Parle, Mala·

A CHILD WITH CRAMPS
are positive proof that there
should bar· immediate attention, at cramp·
or boweb that nature cannot
stomach
the
in
substance
b some foreign
be worms
in most cue· the trouble proras to
CM rid of unassisted, and
of
or indirectly, of the majority
either
directly
the
cause,
are
Worms
case* adults are also sufferers.
in
a
many
and
great
childhood ilk,

1

DR. TRUE'S

ELIXIR

without a peer in
for over half a century, and stands
liver or bowels—
in all complaints of the stomach,

The familiar

and worms.
especially constipation
health, deranged
symptoms of worms are disturbed
and bowels,
stomach,furred tongue, variableappetite

increased thirst, itching of the nostril^ bed-wetting,
of
wind-colic, irritability .restlessness,grinding teeth,
alow fever and often in children, convulsions.

Sold

do not de·
When any of these symptom· are noticed,
at once and restore the
lay. but five Or. True'· Elixir
A few drop· of the
health.
robust
to
perfect,
patient
worms,
Blixir taken occasionally will guard agaiast
and if present will expel them.
for free booklet,
jjc, 50c, fJ.oa. Write
by all dealers,
"
Ouldm amj TKtir Diteeus."
«

Me.
OR. J. P. TRUC * CO., Auburn,
for tapeworm·. Wee pamphlet.
treatment
Special

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

Paroid

Roofing

ivr.

Ε
3
g

lot of FaroiU; open it; in·
jpcct it: apply it to your roof,
acd ;f thrn you are not satisfit
that you hare the ixsi ready rooflnj:
ma·!·1, send us your came an l addres*. an J we will send you a check
for the full exit of the roofing including the cost of applying it.

Β
BUY

one

With

Money-back

ssaa

ο

Paroid Lasts Loo
Longest

Because it ismadeof the ftesf felt—made in our own
milia (eatalxiahed in 1817) ; other manufacturera buy
their felt ulmUc and simply saturate and coat it.
Becaus· 11 is toaktdL (not dipped) in a saturating
proof in every fibre.
compound * hich makes it water
Because it is coated on bot h side· with the strongest,
thickest, smoothest, toughest, most flexible coating
used on any ready roofing. Don't take our word alone
for it. Compar* I'aroid with any other. You can ae«
11IO UIUC1CUW,
difference. Paroid doe· not break or
IOCI the
BUU
and feel
crack in the coldest weather or run in hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
—ν—

a«Mvn·

will not

work loose

rust,
rust proof caps—water proofed on both side·—the only cap· that
and cause leaks.
It lasts
These are some of the reasons why we can glee Paroid so strong a guaranty—«λ»
factories and farm ore everywhere.
so loos—why it isso largely used by the U. S. Gov't, railways,
Ail we ask i« that you try tit, on our money-back guaranty.
and prices.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for sample·
..

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

^«^ΐϊΚΛΛ.'ϊίΚΪ

Better do it at ooca

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

Are

Still

You

Your

Writing
Bills

by Hand?

PSHAW!
DON'T YOU KNOW
THAT

ON

THE

Underwood

Typewriter
"BILLING IS AS EASY AS

CORRESPONDENCE"?
Ask

us

pufflckly

—

IBRXjIN AND GORHAM,

Roofing

to show you

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
Exchange Street, Portland,

Maine.

Always Remember the FuD Name

1 axative Rromo

Quinine
in Two.

Cores α CoW In One Dey, Grip
Steam

Engine and Boiler

For Sale Cheap.

WE USE FOR
COLDS AND_

Frog Makes Love & Moon
The frog fell In love wltli the moon
would
and made up his mind that be
on his
ask lier to marry him. He put
and
beet clotbee, and when nlgbt came
be sat
tbe moon rose blgh in tbe sky
to
down beneath a tree and began

t

α

L

*

ο

•

EtRb

A

τ

Ο

Β

X

R

Ν

Κ

Ε

S
β

2

s

4

Να 300.—Pi: 1. So. to, do, go, of, on,
by, In, it. 2. Unconstitutionally.
Double Hebeiidlnga and
No. 307.
Curtailings: 1. Im-plo-ra, lop. 2. Ac*
hlev-oa, hive. 3. Au-uoun-ce.

Stomach Troubles

DcxT Sirs:
ow,
easy.
Wc have uiod your "L. F." Bitten
he best pianos that are on the market.
is
h
al]
.1 our family for over to years.
medicine we use for cold* or stomach
-oablcs. It is a great remedy for dyspep·
Ια. I feel I can't say enough in its praise
Billings BlOOk,
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
Maine.
Don't let sicknets get the beat of you, I Boutli Parla,
i
rake the True "L. F." Atwood's Med.
βο YEAR·'
cine to-day and you'll soon begin to gain,

W. «Γ. Wheeler db Co.,

Picture Frames

you can eat and enjoy your food. I|
will then build you in strength and flesh.

10

experience

Patents

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

I

High Grade Portrait

quest ion" the

moon

disappeared.

a very persistent fellow, bowund nt last he was successful In '
asking her the very Important question. He Rmlled his sweetest and spoke
In his tenderest, most loving tones.
"Will you, oh, will you, dear moon,

He

was

sons'

will you be"—
And before he could say "mine" the
moon had disappeared behind a hill,
and the poor, foolish frog shed a few
frog tea re and went home. He It ·

bachelor yet If he has waited ,to marry

Dispatch.

the uoon.—Pittsburg

Pontnir· Stamp·.

Postape stamps are peculiarly liable
to become septic and to convey deadly
germs, says the British Medical Press
and Circular, a fact that cannot be too
widely kuown to the public who And In
It a popular substitute for sticking plas-

ter.

Supplies.

Braacb Offlce, 06 V Bt, Washington. D. C.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
KKKK listing blanks. No advance

SOUTH PARIS. County.

Fare Portland to Boston
Stateroom

...

91.00
$1.00

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamalternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 P. u.
βre

Also Window & Door Frames.

Freight

rates

lines.

If In want of any kind of Flnlab for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lu m
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

always

as

low as other

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
■teamen of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and Τ. Α.,

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.

CHANDLER,

Boston,

Maine.

payment required.

If you desiro to purchase .real estate,
We bave for sale
write or call on ua.
in Oxford
some of the beet farms

REDUCED BATES:

CHANDLER,

1 will furnish DOORS and WIKDOW8 of any
Slxe or Style at reaaonable yrlce·.

W.

ÉNN8Co»e,B^Newïorl(

Portland Division.

Builders' Finish!

E.

Scientific American.

dr.
A handaoraelr llloitrated weekly. I-anraat
eolation of any «dentine Journal. Term·. M a
newsdealers.
rear: four month·, »L Bold brail

Eastern Steamship Company.

SOUTH PARIS.

Weet Sumner

tpteial notice, without charte, In u·

Work

L. M. TUFS,

A. W. WALKER & SON,
E. W.

froe. Oldest acencr for eecenn» patent».
Patenta taken throasb Mann A Co. recelre

■ant

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St..

ever,

'FJH"

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

All Kind of Ma-

θΕ·ΙΟΝ·
Ac.
Copyright·
vvrinntn···»·

mar
deeerlpUon
Anyone lending a «ketch and fr··
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion
Communie*.
intention la pmbsblr patentable.
oePateou
Mon· strlctlj confidential. HANDBOOK

in Crayon, Water color,

HE PUT ON HIS BEST CLOTHES.

croak out his story of love. Just M
lie reached the point where he was going to ask the moon to marry him she
hid behind a cloud.
When she reappeared he began hie
courtship all over again; but, Just as he
got to the point of proposing, away she
went behind another cloud. Then he
tried a third time and a fourth time,
but whenever he was ready to "pop the

TRADE WII-—

Mouldings s,JL

&

Ill CM.

1

Mass.

The E. A. Strout Farm

Agency,

in the World."
"LargestSTREET.
NEW

YORK.

ISO NASSAU

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.
NOTICE.
Id the Ulairlct Court οf the United States for the
District uf Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In tlie matter uf
In Bankruptcy.
DUKKY BEAU DETTE,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Duffy iieau'lette, In the
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice is hereby glren that on the tttb day uf
BeaudeUe
sala
the
Duffy
A.
D.
l'JUb,
Dec.,
Uie
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, an<l that
drat meeting uf his creditors will be hel<l at the
-South
Market
8
No.
Square,
offlce of the Referee,
Paris, on the letb day of Jan., A. D. 1W7, at
10 o'clock In tne forenoon, at which time the
«aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine theasbankrupt, act
may pruperly
transact auch other business
come before said meeting.
South Paris J Dec. 31.1ί<υβ.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankrop'cy.

;

teaSS "93" HAIR TONIC

Cream half

a

cupful of butter and

one

of sugar and beat until very light
Add one cupful of milk, the yolks oi
three eggs and whites of two, and twc
and a half cupfuls of flour in which hat
been sifted three level teaspoonfule oi
baking powder. Bake in layers in jelly
tins.

cupful

FILUNO

FOR CAKE.

at thirty-five and is dubbed a
when man has made his mark
In these days when youth is the moving factor
"middle
aged," rather than allow his
call
to
used
"has been" at forty; when business houses pension the man we
a bald head is a serious handicap.
rush
lagging influence to intrude upon the modern commercial
it is fatal.
a woman
for
while
a
bad for
man,
In the social world it is
—

—

Cook

one

has been sifted two tea
Gothamite—We haven't, eh? Wait till flour in which
spoonfuls of baking powder, then add
you get à copy of the city ordinances.
the beaten whitee of eggs and lastly one
of grated or desaicated cocoanut.
cupful
When the oold winds dry and crack
Save out some of the cocoanut to use in
much
can
save
the akin a box of salve
the frosting of the cake. Bake in a deep
discomfort. Id buying salve look for
tin.
imitabox
to
avoid
the na-ne on the
any
11APLE SUGAR COOKIES.
the
and
be
sore
original
tions,
you get
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. ShurtMix together one cupful of sugar and
lefl Λ Co.
one cupful of crushod maple eugar, two
well-beaten eggs, two tablespoonfuls oi
"Now I have an impression in my water, two teaspoonfuls
of
baking
head," said tbe teacher. "Can any of powder and flour enough to roll out. Do

yon tell me what an impression is?"
"Yes'm, I can," replied a little fellow
at tbe foot of his class. "An impression
is a dent in a soft spot."

not make too stiff.

Bake in

EXCELLENT ICING

quick

oven.

FOR CAKE.

Take the whites of two eggs and aa
much water as egg. Put the eggs in one
It invigorates, strengthen· and builds glass and water in another until you
the same measure. Mix together
up. It keep· you in condition physical- have
half s
ly, mentally and morally. That's what with confectioner's sugar and add This
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will do. teaspoonful of baking powder.
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. Sold here by will make a cream icing such M bakers

matri
those who are fixed socially, financially and
Few people can afford a bald head. Even those who can
or
wholly.
either
partially
us are bald,
have no wish to do so. But afford it or not, thousands cf
monially
undue mental effort, sickness, dandruff
whether
through
inherited
an
tendency;
whether
What caused baldness
makes no difference. What we want is HAIR.
Or other scalp disease
Other millions have been spent
on bald heads.
Millions of dollars have been spent in vain efforts to grow hair
dandruff. And still dandruff
banish
and still others to
in an effort to restore faded gray hair to its natural shade,
to return.
failed
auburn
blonde and
declined to disappear ; hair refused to grow ; lost tints of brown,
has at last been found·
tonic
hair
ical
A
success.
All this, however, is of the past. Failures have give place to
not sticky or gummy, will
is
It
troublesand
scalp
REXALL "93" HAIR TONIC is expositive cure for all hair
It is clean, agreeable and pleasant to use
no disagreeable odor.
has
not
become
does
rancid,
on
thicken
hair,
not
—

Magistrate—"Why did you steal this
gentleman's watch?"
Pickpocket—"I was late fer me grand
opery engagement and 1 wanted to gain

—

—

time."

—

Clear up the complexion, cleanse the
liver and tone the system. Ton can best
do this by a dose or two of De Witt's
Little Early Risers.' Safe, reliable little
pills with a reputation. The pills that
every one knows. Recommended by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.

use.

MEASURES

AND

THEIR

HOW TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.
You can avoid pneumonia and other
serious results from a oold by taking
Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the
cough and expels the oold from the sys-

Refuse any
tem as it is mildly laxative.
but the genuine in the yellow package.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Visitor to the West Indies (who has
warned against bathing in the
river because of alligators, but has been

been

are none

'®

"

the hair

follicles.

I can most highly recommend
Kexall ·93' Hair Tonic as the best
of preparations for the preservation
of the hair and the promotion of its
healthy growth. It not only preserves the hair and stops it from
falling, but it gives it a gloss and
sweetness which greatly adds to its

hairs

It

assists nature to restore the color by
hair healthy and enabling

beauty. Every

making the
net

a

dye.

use

—

F.

A.

THE

BONDS FOR SALE.
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me.
Pint Mortgage Pour per cent twentyyear bond· In $100 and $500 pieces.
Price 101.
Per tale at Kerwajr Natteaal Beak.

pay

20

one hundred druggists
in as many cities, asking the name of
one customer who suffered from a
disease or the hair and scalp. To

each of these customers we sent
three bottles of the hair tonic and

asked them

answer, two

We therefore selected " NINETY"
HAIR TONIC as the
name cf this preparation, which we
THREE

Any

so

significant

test ha.

more

of merit?

fair?

*

results more enc«,

Any

"

Hair
In buying Rexai...
*"t·
Tonic you take no chant.
If after a trial you au
ever.
more

and

Five

CO.,

Could any

believe '0 be the best.
other

reported no
reported adversely and

The Result:

enthusiastic

individual case.

try it and report

to

upon it.

sent

reports of the remedy and gave details of the splendid effect in each

than satisfied

cheerfully

we

will

promptly

refund your money.

SOLD ONLY AT OUR STORE.

LARGE

BOTTLE, 50 CENTS.

MAIL OftMRS FILL».

I

Druggists,

For Service

compositor.

Will

SANBORN,

Norway,

We there-

NINETY-THREE

REXALL STORE.

cents per thousand.

F. W.

preparation.

it as a Kexall
fore wrote to

Wanted.
A newspaper

placing Rf.xall "93" Hair

Tonic on the market we realized
that we had a formula of exceptional
value, and yet we determined to give
it a thorough trial before we offered

SHURTLEFF &

there are no alligator· here?
Boatman—Well, yon see, sab, de alliob de ihark.
EQUIVALENTS. gator am so turr'ble feared

"She's a very bright girl, isn't she?"
Washable waists, which also continue
"Frequently. But It Isn't sustained.
to be very popular, are the tailor-mad· There are moments when ah· la marllnsaa In the shirt styles,
riageable."

should

woman

Kexall *93' Hair Tonic as a dressing
to the hair if she desires to keep her
hair in the best condition."
Mrs. J. C. Hall, Palmyra, Ν. V.

it to draw its own coloring matter
from the pigment glands in the scalp.

it it

Before

QRBATLY ADOS TO BEAUTY."

u

and
may feed and regain health
Strength by cleansing the scalp and

strengthening

on

Don't wait until you are bald.

to be due to the presence of mi*
crobes. Kexall "93 Hair Tonic
restores the hair byfirst killing the mi·
crobes, by supplying a nutritive food

injured

at

at the river's month)—By Jove, this is
ripping! But, I say, bow do yon know

A quarter of a pound of butter equals
half a cupful. One cupful of granulated A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
sugar equate half a pound. Pour cup- I
Ten Piles. Druggists are authorized to refuls of flour equals one pound.
one
size
pound. fund money if Pazo Ointment falls to
equals
eggs of ordinary
A common site tumbler holds half a ear· in 5 to 14 days. 50 oenta.

pint.—Ex.

premature
all those annoyi;.g affections of the
scalp which scientists have found

keep her."

work

that microbes are
the roots of your hair. Then is the
time to buy a bottle of Kexall "93"
Hair Tonic and begin treatment.

positive

Cures all cases of dandruff, falling
hair, irritation of the scalp, baldness,
fading, scanty growth, and

element upon which the

THE STORY OF
REXALL"93"HAIR TONIC.

Remember that dandruff is proof

REXALL "93" HAIR TONIC

"So you are going to keep a chauffeur.
You've never bad one before."
"No, but the cook married and we bad
to give her husband a job in order to

told by the boatman that there

—

equally

cupful of eugar and foui
tablespoonfuls of water until the syruj
will thread, then pour slowly on to the
white of one stiffly beaten egg and beal
until it thickens. Stir in half a cupfu
NOW THEY DON'T SPEAK.
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION. of
chopped nuts and half a cupful ol
Mise Antique—I had four proposals of
who disturbed the congré- raisins eeeded and chopped fine. Spread
The
person
on New Tear's day.
gation last Sunday by continually cough- between the layere of cake and on top marriage
Miss Caustique—Must have been a
ing is requested to buy a bottle oi
COCOANUT CAKE.
very persistent man.
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtlefl
Cream one cupful of sugar and half t
à Co.
Tou will not find beauty in rouge pot
cupful of butter together and add three- or complexion whitewash.
True beauty
Beal
milk.
of
sweet
of
acupful
comes to them only that take Hollister's
Visiting Britisher—But you have noth- quarters the
of
whites
three
and
yolks
Mountain Tea. It is a wonderful
ing to see over here—nothing, I mean in separately
and add the yolks first to the Rocky
tbe way of grand old things that have egge
tonio and beautifier. 35 cents Tea or
and
a half cupfuls ol
two
then
mixture,
Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
long since fallen into disuse.

Second hand, six horse power
Subbubs—Why, our last cook stayed a
and eight horse power boiler.
whole month.
will
Dr.
Austin
Kommuter— How'd you manage it?
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Tenney, Oculist,
be at Elm House, Norway, ThursSubbubs—She got tbe measles tbe day
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
day, Ja->. 17th. Hours, 10:30 A m. ahe came and was sick just thirty days.
to
4 p. m. Eyes examined free.
W· Do all Kindt of....
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if it falla to
JOB PRINTING.
I. W. Gbovb's signature is on
core.
Mob bos. S6o.

Ntminmon»

PIANOS.^*

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter PUyer Piano,
and are aold for just as low
ire all first clue, high grade instruments,
Also I have
of the instrument.
1 noney as they can be sold for the quality
Prices
hand.
on
leveral medium grade pianos. A large stock always
Readfield Corner, Me., Mar. 15,'04
in
interest
and
will
we
and
y*>u
try
Send for catalogue
terms

Tï»r

cardT~

F. ▲. Shurtlefl Λ Co.

engine

^
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Ko. 3Θ&—Trlaa«l·.
An evergreen tree.
Beat one capful of butter and two cupThe shape of an egg.
Law. Sold by F. A. Shurtloff Λ Co.
fuis of sugar to a cream. Separate the
A young boy.
Beat
four
of
whiten from the yolke
eggs.
"Some men," aaid Uncle Eben, "dat la
Two letters from a measure of
the yolk· until they are creamy and the
honest at hoart ain't got de
length.
while* very stiff. Now add ilie yolk* to boukkeepin an' arifmetio sence to keep
5. A letter from Yule.
the creamy butter and sugar. To three 'em out o' debt.
cupfuis of Hour add a teaepoonful of
REbaking powder well stirred in. Add thea
Ho. 8Mk—ChrlataiM Jnblt.
flour a little at a time, alternating with
GARDING THE NATIONAL PUKE
of
eggs,
cupful of milk, to the mixture
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
butter and sugar. At the last, stir in
We are pleased to announce that Foa
white·
the
teaepoonbriskly, adding
ley's Houey and Tar for coughs, colds
ful of vanilla. Bake in jelTy tins.
and lung troubles is not affected by the
FOR THE FILLING.
Natioual Pure Food and Drug law as it
of
of
two
contains no opiates or other harmful
Make a boiled icing
cupfuis
granulated suear and the whites of two drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
and remedy for children and adults. F. A.
eggs, one capful of boiling water
halt a teaepoonful of cream of tartar. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Boil the sugar and water together first
Wife—Those new neighbors of ours
until it forms a thread, then beat the
seem to be awfully poor.
eggs to a stiff froth, and add the cream
Hubby—How do you know?
ot tartar and the boiled sugar a little at
Wife—Whenever I want to borrow
a time, beating all the while until cold
and thick; flavor with orange juice; anything they never have it.
spread over the layers of the cake,
Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the
sprinkling thickly with shredded pineapthe air-passple either fresh or canned. Tut the delicate membrane lining
taken
layers on top of each other and on top of ages, is not cured by any mixtures
all put plenty of pineapple. Set away into the stomach. Don't waste time on
Balm
them. Take Ely's Cream
through
until needed.
the nostrils, so that the fevered, swollen
CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS.
tissues are reached at once. Never mind
Into a saucepan put one cupful of how long you have suffered nor how
boiling water and half a cupful of butter; often you have been disappointed, we
when this boils, stir in all at once one know Ely's Cream Balm will cure as it
A familiar greeting.
enpful of flonr. Stir and cook until a has cured others by the thousand. All
Mailed by Ely
smooth paste is formed that will cleave druggists, 50 cents.
from the sides of the pan. When the Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
How -too.—A Sonar of Santa Clana.
a
at
one
five
add
eggs,
paste has cooled
(Missing rhyme*.)
He (feeling bis way J—Do yon think
time, beating well between each addition.
He le bo!
could ever be happy with a man like
a
with
Now
Over the
spoon spread some of the you
he wasn't
mixture on a pan in long, narrow shape· me? She—Well, perhaps—if
Flapping my stiff old arms I —.
like you.
Swift or —,
and bake in a slow oven until the little too much
My reindeer
cakes are quite firm. Be careful not to
Nearly every person who is subject to
The way to the town of Stocklngtoe.
bake them too quickly. Cool them and
attacks from the stomach suffers from a
with
a sharp knife
side
one
then
gash
Ho hum!
morbid dread of a dietetic treatment for
and fill and ice with chocolate.
Back we
relief, that is three-fourths starvation,
With nothing left but a broken
and one-fourth toast and milk. On the
FILLINU FOB ECLAIRS.
:
But we're not
and
Take two-thirds of a cup of sugar and other hand you can eat as you please
Behind are
aid of a good dimix it with one-quarter of a cupfnl of digest the food by the
Qlad hearts in the land of Btocklngdom.
thus giving the tired stomach
floar; stir this into two cupfuis of hot gestant, as much
rest. Eat what you
milk. Cook fifteen minutes equally
boiled)
(not
Ko. 401.—Diagonal.
little Kodol For Indiand then add three well-beaten eggs and please and take a
Cool and gestion after your meals. It digests
oooooooo
•
cook five minutes longer.
eat. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
flavor with vanilla, when it is ready to what you
0*0000000
% Co.
put in the cakes. Plain cream, whipped
ooeoooooo
and sweetened with powdered sugar and
Wife—Why do you always sit at the
flavored with vanilla, may be used in000*00000
piano, David? You know you can't play
stead of the boiled filling.
a note.
0000*0000
ICING FOR ECLAIRS.
David—Neither can anyone else while
00000*000
of
granu- I am here.
Put tbree-fourths of a cupful
six
tablewith
lated eugar in a saucepan
000000*00
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
spoonfuls of water, stir until sugar is
0000000*0
melted, then simmer until the syrup will
Most victims of appendicitis are those
form a thread. Melt two squares of who are habitually constipated. Orino
oooooooo*
chocolate over hot water, pour it on the Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic conDiagonals name α holiday.
boiling syrup and beat steadily until the stipation by stimulating the liver and
1. According to canons.
icing will spread well. Put a little icing bowels and restores the natural action of
on the top of each eclair.
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
2. Irregular gait
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
3. A bluish green mineral used it
LADY FINGERS.
and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes.
Jewelry.
Beat the whites of three eggs until
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
one
in
beat
then
4. Act of eeudlng In.
gradually
very stiff,
the
add
and
of
of.
a
third
of
the
eugar
To
"I shall yet discover the pole," said
5.
cupful
change
appearance
yolks of three eggs, beaten until thick, the Arctic explorer.
β. A house of monks.
and a very little vanilla extract. Then
"And then?"
7. An American fruit.
cut and fold into the mixture a scant
"It'll probably be as hard to reach as
8. An Insect used to dye scarlet.
a
third of a cupful of flour sifted with
I will organize expeditions to reever.
Θ. A set of implements.
few grains of salt. Shape on a buttered discover it."
four
about
cake
each
baking tin, making
Ko. 402.—Problem.
and one half inches long and one inch
Mothers who give their children KenEach
pape wide. Dredge lightly with sugar and nedy's Laxative Cough Syrup invariably
A book has 200 pages.
a
moderate
in
minutes
hake
about
indorse it. Children like it because the
eight
contains one letter less than the preoven.
Contains Honey
tante is so pleasant.
threecontains
last
The
page
ceding.
and Tar. It is the Original Laxative
MACAROONS.
first.
as
the
HICKORY-NUT
letters
as
fourths
many
Cotigb Syrup and is unrivaled for the reBeat the whites of two eggs to a froth lief of
How many letters In page 1? How
Drives the cold out
of
one
in
aud
add
powdered through croup.
cupful
slowly
page
the bowels. Conforms to the
rnauy in page 100? How many
of
one
nuts,
and
ohopped
cupful
sugar
200?
National Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
tine; mix thoroughly and drop on bat- by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Bake
tins.
tered
slowly.
No. 403.—Two Charade·.
"He's clever with hie brush."
8XICKERDOODLE8.
L
"An artist, eh?"
My wHouc can never do my third.
This little cake is the delight of chilno
is
there
gras·.
For where ho Uvea
"No, I was thinking how smooth his
and one reason may be the odddren,
u letter, not a word.
first's
hair always looks.11
My
ity of the name. Mix together two
My second use.
cupfuls of sugar, four tablespoonfuls of
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
And you may pass
butter, two eggs, one cupful of chopped
Where'er you choose,
One of the worst features of kidney
As I have heard.
raisins, one cupful of milk and one quart trouble Is that it is an insidious disease
of flour which has had sifted through it
II.
of baking and before the victim realizes his danger
two heaping teaspoonfule
milady. Take
My firbt Is crooked as can be.
on but- he may have a fatal
teaspoonfule
by
Drop
powder.
Care at the first sign of
My second round and fat.
tered tins, sprinkle thick with mixed Foley's Kidney
until
it's
third;
Now yours Is yours
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
sugar and cinnamon and bake.
It's doubtful after that.
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes.
CAKE.
My whols Is good to eat, no matter
NUT
ENGLISH
Sold by F. A. Shurlefl A Co.
If served In pan or bowl or platter.
Cream half a cupful of butter with one
"What makes you so sure that man is
cupful of sugar, adding the stiffly beaten
λ'ο. 404.—Diamond.
whites of three eggs and beating very not qualified to be a successful Arctic
I. A letter lu cheer. 2. Timid. 8. A
light. Measure one and a half cupfuls explorer?"
"He couldn't write a readable magamouth. 4. A model of α man. B. A of flour and sift thoroughly through it
day of Joy. 0. To fluctuate. 7. An two teaspoonfule of baking powder. Stir zine article to save his life."
little at a
animal. 8. Worn on the head. 0. A this into the cake mixture a
"They like the taste as well as maple
time, alternating with two-thirds of a
letter in gifts.
is what one mother wrote of
cupful of milk. At the last, turn in one sugar"
walnuts and Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. This
of
English
chopped
cupful
No. 405.—Geographical Anaaram·.
is absolutely free
bake in shallow tins. When t ie cake Is modern cough syrup
1. He stare up—A river In Asia.
cool cover with icing and mark squares from any opiate nr narcotio. Contains
2. Dial for—Oue of the United States. off, putting a whole nut meat in each Honey Tar. Conforms to the National
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
8. C hero rest—A city in New York square.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
state.
CAKE.
HONEY
"De world may owe me a livin'," said
Melt a small cupful of butter and mix
The Dairymaid.
Uncle Ebon, "but it 'pears to be one o'
two cupfuls of strained honey,
it
with
The butter had refused to come,
dat you has to hustle to colone tablespoonful of ginger, a grated dem debts
And. with an angry gloam
lect."
nutmeg, a bit of lemon rind and a little
In both her eyes, the dairymaid
flour. Dissolve one heaping teaspoonful
Got mad und whipped the cream.
Three little babes were nestled in bed,
of soda in a cupful of water and strain
"I'll name William, Willie and Bill,"
add flour until
Then
mixture.
the
into
mother said;
Key to the Hauler.
the mixture is stiff enough to roll out
Wide van her smile for triplets they bo,
No. 801.—'Word Puzzles: 1. Pat, put, Bake like
The cake ma;
gingerbread.
She lays her good luck to Rocky Mountpot, pet. pit 2. D ainty, aint. 8. B-alad. be eaten warm or cold.
ain Tea. (Great baby medicine.)
a lad.
CAKE.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
CHOCOLATE LOAF
No. 802.— Easy Numerical Enigma:
Work to a cream one and a half cupDromedary.
"Well, little one," said the kindly old
fuls of sugar with half a cupful of butter;
"what are you going to be
No. 303. Library Puzale: Locke,
Into a bowl stranger,
well-beaten
add
three
eggs.
when you grow to be a man?"
Bacou. Hums. Wordsworth. Steele.
chocoof
grated
tablespoonfuls
eight
put
"I guess I'll be a freak," replied the
Lamb, Swift. Scott. Croaa. Gold- late unsweetened, three of powdered
wieo little one.
smith.
sugar and heat in three of boiling milk;
"A freak? Why?"
No. 304.—Illustrated Metagram: Cat, add this to the cake mixture immediate"
'Cause I'm a little girl."
ly, then add half a cupful of milk with
bat, mat, rat, hat.
in
dissolved
soda
of
half a teaspoonful
A
No. 305.Intersecting Words:
it, and two cupfuls of flour with one
This is to certify that all druggists are
8
S
sifted
of
tartar
cream
of
1
teaspoonful
authorized to refund your money if
κ
ο
R
through. Baking powder may be used Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
ι
L
ο
Β
instead of the soda and cream of tartar.
cough or cold. Cures la grippe cough·
Use two heaping teaspoonfule of the and
FEB
c
I
L
U
prevents pneumonia and consumppowder sifted in the flour. Use a white tion. Contains no opiates. The genuine
Η
s
I
Ν
A
R
β
frosting.
is in a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
RAISIN AND NUT LAYER CAKE.
Ο
I
U
Ν
C
A
L

L
2.
3.
4.

The Only Medicine

For

Little ΡοΙΚβ

—

ALSO OEALEK IN COAL AND WOOD.

The

AO Animal story

special" ânnôûnôemevt"

worm remedy
safe, sure, entirely vegetablewonderful
cures
ever compounded, has been working

the only

ÎKIftS

Pood don't digest? Became the stomach lack· «orne one of the essential digestanta or the digeative juices are not
Correspondence on topic* of interest to the ladle· properly balanced. Then, too, it ia thia
li euMclteil. Addreu: Editor HoMUUKBSe*
food that oanaea aoarneaa and
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me undigested
p»iuful indigestion. Kodol For Indignation should be used for relief. KodoT ia
Cakes of all ίSorts.
It digests
a solution of vegetable aoida.
what you eat, and corrects the deficiencies of the digestion. Kodol conforma
PINEAPPLE LAY KB CAKE.
to the National Pure Food and Drug

ÏOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Main·.

A
the

right good

right

size.

Berkshire Boar, just

Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,
Paris, Me·

South

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be hi*
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
R. HENHY HURNIIAM. late of Canton.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. AU person· having
demand· against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto an requested to auk* payment Immediately.

Dec. 1Mb, 1MB.

BUKL M. BORNHAM.

